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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present a new logic-based understanding of
the connection between classical kinematics and relativistic kinematics.
We show that the axioms of special relativity can be interpreted in the
language of classical kinematics. This means that there is a logical trans-
lation function from the language of special relativity to the language of
classical kinematics which translates the axioms of special relativity into
consequences of classical kinematics.
We will also show that if we distinguish a class of observers (represent-
ing observers stationary with respect to the “Ether”) in special relativity
and exclude the non-slower-than light observers from classical kinematics
by an extra axiom, then the two theories become definitionally equivalent
(i.e., they become equivalent theories in the sense as the theory of lattices as
algebraic structures is the same as the theory of lattices as partially ordered
sets).
Furthermore, we show that classical kinematics is definitionally equiv-
alent to classical kinematics with only slower-than-light inertial observers,
and hence by transitivity of definitional equivalence that special relativity
theory extended with “Ether” is definitionally equivalent to classical kine-
matics.
So within an axiomatic framework of mathematical logic, we explicitly
show that the transition from classical kinematics to relativistic kinematics
is the knowledge acquisition that there is no “Ether”, accompanied by a
redefinition of the concepts of time and space.
Keywords: First-Order Logic · Classical Kinematics · Special Relativity ·
Logical Interpretation · Definitional Equivalence · Axiomatization
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1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to provide a new, deeper and more systematic under-
standing of the connection of classical kinematics and special relativity beyond
the usual “they agree in the limit for slow speeds”. To compare theories we use
techniques, such as logical interpretation and definitional equivalence, from
definability theory. Those are usually used to show that theories are equiva-
lent, here we use them to pinpoint the exact differences between both theories
by showing how the theories need to be changed to make them equivalent.
To achieve that, both theories have been axiomatized within many-sorted
first-order logic with equality, in the spirit of the algebraic logic approach of the
Andréka–Németi school,1 e.g., in (Andréka et al. 2002), (Andréka et al. 2006),
(Andréka et al. 2007), (Andréka et al. 2012a), (Andréka et al. 2012b), (Madarász
2002) and (Székely 2009). Our axiom system for special relativity is one of the
many slightly different variants of SpecRel. The main differences from stock
SpecRel are firstly that all other versions of SpecRel use the lightspeed c = 1
(which has the advantage of simpler formulas and calculations), while we have
chosen to make our results more general by not assuming any units in which
to measure the speed of light; and secondly we have chosen to fill the mod-
els with all the potential inertial observers by including axioms AxThExp and
AxTriv, which already exists in (Andréka et al. 2002, p.135) and (Madarász 2002,
p.81), but which is not included in the majority of the axiom systems that can
be found in the literature.
There also already exists NewtK as a set of axioms for classical kinematics
in (Andréka et al. 2002, p.426), but that has an infinite speed of light, which
is well-suited to model “early” classical kinematics before the discovery of the
speed of light in 1676 by O. Rømer, while we target “late” classical kinematics,
more specifically in the nineteenth century at the time of J. C. Maxwell and the
search for the luminiferous ether.
An advantage of using first-order logic is that it enforces us to reveal all the
tacit assumptions and formulate explicit formulas with clear and unambiguous
meanings. Another one is that it would make it easier to validate our proofs
by machine verification, see (Sen et al. 2015), (Govindarajulu et al. 2015) and
(Stannett and Németi 2014). For the precise definition of the syntax and seman-
tics of first-order logic, see e.g., (Chang and Keisler 1973, 1990, §1.3), (Enderton
1972, §2.1, §2.2).
In its spirit relativity theory has always been axiomatic since its birth, as
in 1905 A. Einstein introduced special relativity by two informal postulates in
1The epistemological significance of the Andréka–Németi school’s research project in general
and the the kind of research done in the current paper in particular is being discussed in (Friend
2015).
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(Einstein 1905). This original informal axiomatization was soon followed by
formal ones, starting with (Robb 1911), many others, for example in (Ax 1978),
(Benda 2015), (Goldblatt 1987), (Guts 1982), (Mundy 1986), (Reichenbach 1924),
(Schutz 1997), (Szekeres 1968) and (Winnie 1977), several of which are still be-
ing investigated. For example, the historical axiom system of J. Ax which uses
simple primitive concepts but a lot of axioms to axiomatize special relativity has
been proven in (Andréka and Németi 2014a) to be definitionally equivalent to
a variant of the Andréka–Németi axioms which use only four axioms but more
complex primitive notions.
Our use of techniques such as logical interpretation and definitional equivalence
can be situated among a wider interest and study of these concepts currently
going on, for example in (Barrett and Halvorson 2016a), (Barrett and Halvorson
2016b), (Hudetz 2016) and (Weatherall 2016). Definitional equivalence has also
been called logical synonymity or synonymy, for example in (de Bouvère 1965),
(Corcoran et al. 1974) and (Friedman and Visser 2014). The first known use
of the method of definitional equivalence is, according to (Corcoran 1980), in
(Montague 1956).
Our approach of using Poincaré–Einstein synchronisation in classical me-
chanics was inspired by the “soundmodel for relativity” of (Ax 1978). Wewere
also inspired by (Szabó 2011) claiming that Einstein’s main contribution was
redefining the basic concepts of time and space in special relativity.
Let us now formally introduce the concepts translation, interpretation and def-
initional equivalence and present our main results:
A translation Tr is a function between formulas of many-sorted languages
having the same sorts which
• translates any n-ary relation2 R into a formula having n free variables of
the corresponding sorts: Tr[R(x1 . . . xn)] ≡ ϕ(x1 . . . xn),
• preserves the equality for every sort, i.e. Tr(vi = vj) ≡ vi = vj ,
• preserves the quantifiers for every sort, i.e. Tr[(∀vi)(ϕ)] ≡ (∀vi)[Tr(ϕ)]
and Tr[(∃vi)(ϕ)] ≡ (∃vi)[Tr(ϕ)],
• preserves complex formulas composed by logical connectives, i.e. Tr(¬ϕ) ≡
¬Tr(ϕ), Tr(ϕ ∧ ψ) ≡ Tr(ϕ) ∧ Tr(ψ), etc.
By a the translation of a set of formulas Th, we mean the set of the transla-
tions of all formulas in the set Th:
Tr(Th)
def
= {Tr(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Th}.
2In the definition we concentrate only on the translation of relations because functions and con-
stants can be reduced to relations, see e.g., (Bell and Machover 1977, p.97 §10).
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An interpretation of theory Th1 in theory Th2 is a translation Trwhich trans-
lates all axioms (and hence all theorems) of Th1 into theorems of Th2:
(∀ϕ)[Th1 ⊢ ϕ⇒ Th2 ⊢ Tr(ϕ)].
There are severaldefinitions for definitional equivalence, see e.g., (Andréka and Németi
2014b, p.39-40, §4.2), (Barrett and Halvorson 2016a, p.469-470) (Madarász 2002,
p.42) (Hodges 1993, pp.60-61), and (Tarski and Givant 1999, p.42), which are all
equivalent if the languages of the theories have disjoint vocabularies. Our def-
inition below is a syntactic version of the semantic definition in (Henkin et al.
1971 and 1985, p.56, §0.1.6):
An interpretation Tr of Th1 in Th2 is a definitional equivalence if there is an-
other interpretation Tr′ such that the following holds for every formula ϕ and
ψ of the corresponding languages:
• Th1 ⊢ Tr′
(
Tr(ϕ)
)↔ ϕ
• Th2 ⊢ Tr
(
Tr′(ψ)
)↔ ψ
We denote the definitional equivalence of Th1 and Th2 by Th1 ≡∆ Th2.
Theorem 1. Definitional equivalence is an equivalence relation, i.e. it is reflex-
ive, symmetric and transitive.
For a proof of this theorem, see e.g., (Lefever 2017, p.7).
In this paper, we introduce axiom systems ClassicalKinFull for classical kine-
matics, SpecRelFull for special relativity and their variants based on the frame-
work andaxiomsystemof (Andréka et al. 2002), (Andréka et al. 2006), (Andréka et al.
2007), (Andréka et al. 2012a), (Andréka et al. 2012b) and (Madarász 2002). Then
we construct logical interpretations between these theories translating the ax-
ioms of one system into theorems of the other. In more detail, we show the
following connections:
Special relativity can be interpreted in classical kinematics, i.e., there is a
translation Tr that translates the axioms of special relativity into theorems of
classical kinematics:
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(SpecRelFull). [see Theorem 4 on p.25]
Special relativity extended with a concept of ether, SpecReleFull, and classical
kinematics restricted to slower-than-light observers, ClassicalKinSTLFull , can be in-
terpreted in each other:
• ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr+(SpecReleFull), [see Theorem 6 on p.32]
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• SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(ClassicalKinSTLFull ). [see Theorem 7 on p.34]
Moreover, these axiom systems are definitionally equivalent ones:
• ClassicalKinSTLFull ≡∆ SpecReleFull. [see Theorem 8 on p.37]
Furthermore, we establish the definitional equivalence between ClassicalKinSTLFull
and ClassicalKinFull:
• ClassicalKinFull ≡∆ ClassicalKinSTLFull , [see Theorem 11 on p.49]
from which follows, by transitivity of definitional equivalence, that classical
kinematics is definitionally equivalent to special relativity extendedwith ether:
• ClassicalKinFull ≡∆ SpecReleFull, [see Corollary 9 on p.50]
which is the main result of this paper.
SpecRelFull
SpecReleFull
E Ether
ClassicalKinFull
FTL-IOb
Tr
T r+
≡∆
Id
T r+|SpecRelFull = Tr
T r+
(
E(x)
)
= Ether(x)
Tr′+
Ether
ClassicalKinFull
FTL-IOb
Tr∗
≡∆
Tr′∗
ClassicalKinSTLFull
Figure 1: Translations: Tr translates from special relativity to classical kine-
matics. Tr+ andTr′+ translate between special relativity extendedwith a primi-
tive etherE and classical kinematics without faster-than-light observers, which
are definitionally equivalent theories, see Theorem 8. Tr∗ and Tr′∗ translate
between classical kinematics without faster-than-light observers and classical
kinematics, which are definitionally equivalent theories, see Theorem 11.
2 The language of our theories
We will work in the axiomatic framework of (Andréka et al. 2012a). Therefore,
therewill be two sorts of basic objects: bodiesB (thing that canmove) and quanti-
ties Q (numbers used by observers to describe motion via coordinate systems).
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We will distinguish two kinds of bodies: inertial observers and light signals by
one-place relation symbols IOb and Ph of sort B . We will use the usual alge-
braic operations and ordering (+, · and≤) on sortQ . Finally, we will formulate
coordinatization by using a 6-place worldview relationW of sort B2 ×Q4.
That is, we will use the following two-sorted first-order logic with equality:
{B ,Q ; IOb,Ph,+, ·,≤,W }.
Relations IOb(k) and Ph(p) are translated as “k is an inertial observer,” and
“p is a light signal,” respectively. W (k, b, x0, x1, x2, x3) is translated as “body k
coordinatizes body b at space-time location 〈x0, x1, x2, x3〉,” (i.e., at spatial location
〈x1, x2, x3〉 and instant x0).
Since we have two sorts (quantities and bodies), we have also two kinds of
variables, two kinds of terms, two equation signs and two kinds of quantifiers
(one for each corresponding sort). Quantity variables are usually denoted by x,
y, z, t, v, c (and their indexed versions), body variables are usually denoted by b,
k, h, e, p (and their indexed versions). Sincewe have no function symbols of sort
B , body terms are just the body variables. Quantity terms are what can be built
from quantity variables using the two functions symbols + and · of sort Q . We
denote quantity terms by α, β, γ (and their indexed versions). For convenience,
we use the same sign (=) for both sorts because from the context it is always
clear whether we mean equation between quantities or bodies.
The so called atomic formulas of our language areW (k, b, α0, α1, α2, α3), IOb(k),
Ph(p), α = β, α ≤ β and k = b where k, p, b, α, β, α0, α1, α2, α3 are arbitrary
terms of the corresponding sorts.
The formulas are built up from these atomic formulas by using the logical
connectives not (¬), and (∧), or (∨), implies (→), if-and-only-if (↔) and the quan-
tifiers exists (∃) and for all (∀). In long expressions, we will denote the logical
and by writing formulas below each other between rectangular brackets:[
ϕ
ψ
]
is a notation for ϕ ∧ ψ.
To distinguish formulas in our language from formulas about our language,
we use in the meta-language the symbols ⇔ (as illustrated in the definition
of bounded quantifiers below) and ≡ (while translating formulas between lan-
guages) for the logical equivalence. We use the symbol ⊢ for syntactic conse-
quence.
We use the notation Qn for the set of n-tuples of Q . If x¯ ∈ Qn, we assume
that x¯ = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉, i.e., xi denotes the i-th component of the n-tuple x¯. We
also writeW (k, b, x¯) in place ofW (k, b, x0, x1, x2, x3), etc.
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We will treat unary relations as sets. If R is a unary relation, then we use
bounded quantifiers in the following way:
(∀u ∈ R)[ϕ] def⇐⇒ ∀u[R(u)→ ϕ] and (∃u ∈ R)[ϕ] def⇐⇒ ∃u[R(u) ∧ ϕ].
We will also use bounded quantifiers to make it explicit which the sort of the
variable is, such as ∃x ∈ Q and ∀b ∈ B, to make our formulas easier to compre-
hend.
Worldlines and events can be easily expressed by the worldview relationW
as follows. The worldline of body b according to observer k is the set of coordi-
nate points where k have coordinatized b:
x¯ ∈ wlk(b) def⇐⇒ W (k, b, x¯).
The event occurring for observer k at coordinate point x¯ is the set of bodies
k observes at x¯:
b ∈ evk(x¯) def⇐⇒ W (k, b, x¯).
We will use a couple of shorthand notations to discuss spatial distance,
speed, etc.3
Spatial distance of x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4:
space(x¯, y¯)
def
=
√
(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + (x3 − y3)2.
Time difference of coordinate points x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4:
time(x¯, y¯)
def
= |x0 − y0|.
The speed of body b according to observer k is defined as:
speedk(b) = v
def⇐⇒ (∃x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b))(x¯ 6= y¯)∧(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b)) [space(x¯, y¯) = v · time(x¯, y¯)] .
The velocity of body b according to observer k is defined as:
v¯k(b) = v¯
def⇐⇒ (∃x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b))(x¯ 6= y¯)∧(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b)) [(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)] .
Relations speed and v¯ are partial functions from B × B respectively to Q
and Q3 which are defined if wlk(b) is a subset of the non-horizontal line which
contains at least two points.
3Since in our language we only have addition and multiplication, we need some basic assump-
tions on the properties of these operators on numbers ensuring the definability of subtraction, di-
vision, and square roots. These properties will follow from the Euclidian field axiom (AxEField,
below on page 9). Also, the definition of speed is based on the axiom saying that inertial observers
move along straight lines relative to each other (AxLine, below on page 9).
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Let us define theworldview transformation4 between observers k and k′ as the
following binary relation on Q4:
wkk′ (x¯, y¯)
def⇐⇒ evk(x¯) = evk′(y¯).
Convention 1. We use partial functions in our formulas as special relations,
which means that when we write f(x) in a formula we also assume that f(x) is
defined, i.e. x is in the domain of f . This is only a notational convention that
makes our formulas more readable and can be systematically eliminated, see
(Andréka et al. 2002, p.61, Convention 2.3.10) for further discussion.
The models of this language are of the form
M = 〈BM,QM; IObM,PhM,+M, ·M,≤M,WM〉,
where BM and QM are nonempty sets, IObM and PhM are unary relations on
BM, +M and ·M are binary functions and ≤M is a binary relation on QM, and
WM is a relation on BM × BM × QdM. The subscript M for the sets and rela-
tions indicates that those are set-theoretical objects rather than the symbols of
a formal language.
3 Axioms
3.1 Axioms for the common part
For the structure 〈Q ,+, ·,≤〉of quantities, we assume some basic algebraic prop-
erties of addition, multiplication and ordering true for real numbers.
AxEField 〈Q ,+, ·,≤〉 is a Euclidean field. That is, 〈Q ,+, ·〉 is a field in the sense
of algebra; ≤ is a linear ordering on Q such that x ≤ y → x + z ≤ y + z,
and (0 ≤ x ∧ 0 ≤ y) → 0 ≤ xy; and every positive number has a square
root.
Some notable examples of Euclidean fields are the real numbers, the real
algebraic numbers, the hyperreal numbers and the real constructable numbers5.
The rest of our axioms will speak about how inertial observers coordinatize
the events. Naturally, we assume that they coordinatize the same set of events.
4While the worldview transformation w is here only defined as a binary relation, our axioms
will turn it into a transformation for inertial observers, see Theorems 2 and 3 below.
5It is an open question if the rational numbers would be sufficient, which would allow to replace
AxEField by the weaker axiom that the quantities only have to be an ordered field, and hence have
a stronger result since we would be assuming less. See (Madarász and Székely 2013) for a possible
approach.
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AxEv All inertial observers coordinatize the same events:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃y¯ ∈ Q4)[evk(x¯) = evh(y¯)].
We assume that inertial observers move along straight lines with respect to
each other.
AxLine The worldline of an inertial observer is a straight line according to iner-
tial observers:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, z¯ ∈ wlk(h))
(∃a ∈ Q)[z¯ − x¯ = a(y¯ − x¯) ∨ y¯ − z¯ = a(z¯ − x¯)].
As usual we speak about the motion of reference frames by using their time-
axes. Therefore, we assume the following.
AxSelf Any inertial observer is stationary in his own coordinate system:
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀t, x, y, z ∈ Q)[W (k, k, t, x, y, z)↔ x = y = z = 0].
The following axiom is a symmetry axiom saying that observers (can) use
the same units to measure spatial distances.
AxSymD Any two inertial observers agree as to the spatial distance between
two events if these two events are simultaneous for both of them:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)


 time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯
′, y¯′) = 0
evk(x¯) = evk′ (x¯
′)
evk(y¯) = evk′ (y¯
′)

→ space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′)

 .
When we choose an inertial observer to represent an inertial frame6 of ref-
erence, then the origin of that observer can be chosen anywhere, as well as the
orthonormal basis they use to coordinatize space. To introduce an axiom cap-
turing this idea, let Triv be the set of trivial transformations, by which we simply
mean transformations that are isometries on space and translations along the
time axis. For more details, see (Madarász 2002, p.81).
AxTriv Any trivial transformation of an inertial coordinate system is also an
inertial coordinate system:
(∀T ∈ Triv )(∀k ∈ IOb)(∃k′ ∈ IOb)[wkk′ = T ].7
6We use the word “frame” here in its intuitive meaning, as in (Rindler 2001, p.40). For a formal
definition of a frame we need the concept of trivial transformation, see page 10.
7(∀T ∈ Triv) may appear to the reader to be in second-order logic. However, since a trivial
transformation is nothing but an isometry on space (4× 4 parameters) and a translation along the
time axis (4 parameters), this is just an abbreviation for (∀q1, q2, . . . q20 ∈ Q) and together with
wkk′ = T a system of equations with 20 parameters in first-order logic.
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Axioms AxTriv, AxThExp+ (on page 11), and AxThExp (on page 13) make
spacetime full of inertial observers.8 We will use the subscript Full to denote
that these axioms are part of our axiom systems.
A set of all observers which are at rest relative to each other, which is a set of
all observerswhich are related to each other by a trivial transformation, we call a
frame. Because of AxTriv, a frame contains an infinite number of elements. From
now on, wemay informally abbreviate “the speed/velocity/movement relative
to all observerswhich are elements of a frame” to “the speed/velocity/movement
relative to a frame”.
Let us define an observer as any body which can coordinatize other bodies:
Ob(k)
def⇐⇒ (∃b ∈ B)(∃x¯ ∈ Q4)(W (k, b, x¯)).
Since we will be translating back and forth, we need a guarantee that all
observers have a translation9.
AxNoAcc All observers are inertial observers:
(∀k ∈ B)[W (Ob(k)→ IOb(k)].
The axioms above will be part of all the axiom systems that we are going to
use in this paper. Let us call their collection KinFull:
KinFull
def
= {AxEField,AxEv,AxSelf,AxSymD,AxLine,AxTriv,AxNoAcc}.
3.2 Axioms for classical kinematics
A key assumption of classical kinematics is that the time difference between
two events is observer independent.
AxAbsTime The time difference between any two events is the same for all in-
ertial observers:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)([
evk(x¯) = evk′(x¯
′)
evk(y¯) = evk′(y¯
′)
]
→ time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′)
)
.
8These inertial observers are only potential and not actual observers, in the sameway as the light
signals required in every coordinate points by axioms AxPhc and AxEther below are only potential
light signals. For a discussion on how actual and potential bodies can be distinguished usingmodal
logic, see (Molnár and Székely 2015).
9We do not need this axiom for the interpretation, but we do need it for the definitional equiva-
lence. In (Lefever 2017), we postpone the introduction of this axiom until the chapter on definitional
equivalence, resulting in a slightly stronger theorem 4.
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Wealso assume that inertial observers canmovewith arbitrary (finite) speed
in any direction everywhere.
AxThExp+ Inertial observers canmove along any non-horizontal straight line10:
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)]∧
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4) (x0 6= y0 → (∃k′ ∈ IOb)[x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(k′)]) .
The motion of light signals in classical kinematics is captured by assuming
that there is at least one inertial observer according towhich the speed of light is
the same in every direction everywhere. Inertial observers with this property
will be called ether observers and the unary relation Ether appointing them is
defined as follows:
Ether (e)
def⇐⇒ IOb(e) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)[x¯, y¯ ∈ wl e(p)]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯))].
AxEther There exists at least one ether observer:
(∃e ∈ B)[Ether(e)].
Let us introduce the following axiom system for classical kinematics:
ClassicalKinFull
def
= KinFull ∪ {AbsTime,AxThExp+,AxEther}.
The map G : Q4 → Q4 is called a Galilean transformation iff it is an affine
bijection having the following properties:
|time(x¯, y¯)| = |time(x¯′, y¯′)|, and
x0 = y0 → x′0 = y′0 ∧ space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′)
for all x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4 for which G(x¯) = x¯′ and G(y¯) = y¯′.
In (Lefever 2017, p.20) we prove the justification theorem, to establish that the
above is indeed an axiomatization of classical kinematics:
Theorem 2. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Then wmk is a Galilean Transformation for
all inertial observersm and k.
Theorem 2 shows that ClassicalKinFull captures classical kinematics since it
implies that the worldview transformations between inertial observers are the
same as in the standard non-axiomatic approaches. There is a similar theo-
rem as Theorem 2 for NewtK, a version of classical kinematics with c = ∞, in
(Andréka et al. 2002, p.439, Proposition 4.1.12 Item 3).
10The first part of this axiom (before the conjumction) is not necessary since we will asume the
axiom AxEther which guarantees that we have at least one inertial observer, see page 11.
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Corollary 1. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, all ether observers are stationary with
respect to each other, and hence they agree on the speed of light.
Since Ether is an unary relation, we can also treat it as a set. So, by Corol-
lary 1, Ether as a set is the ether frame and its elements (usually denoted by e1,
e2, e3, . . . or e, e′, e′′, . . . ) are the ether observers. The way in which we distinguish
frames from observers is inspired by W. Rindler in (Rindler 2001, p.40).
By Corollary 1, we can speak about the ether-observer-independent speed of
light, denoted by ce which is the unique quantity satisfying the following for-
mula:
(∀e ∈ Ether)(∀p ∈ Ph)[speede(p) = ce].
Corollary 2. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, the speed of any inertial observer is the
same according to all ether observers:
(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether )(∀k ∈ IOb)[speede(k) = speede′(k)].
Corollary 3. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, all ether observers have the same veloc-
ity according to any inertial observer:
(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether )(∀k ∈ IOb)[v¯k(e) = v¯k(e′)].
3.3 Axioms for special relativity
A possible key assumption of special relativity is that the speed of light signals
is observer independent.
AxPhc For any inertial observer, the speed of light is the same everywhere and
in every direction. Furthermore, it is possible to send out a light signal in
any direction everywhere:
(∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)[x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(p)]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯))].
By AxPhc, we have an observer-independent speed of light. From now on,
we will denote this speed of light as c. From AxPhc, it follows that observers
(as considered by the theory) use units of measurement which have the same
numerical value for the speed of light. The value of the constant speed of light
depends on the choice of units (for example c = 299792458when using meters
and seconds or c = 1 when using light-years and years as units). We prove
below, in Lemma 2 and Corollary 6, that the relativistic speed of light c and
the ether-observer-independent speed of light ce translate into each other. Note
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that c in AxPh and AxEther is a variable, while c and ce are model dependent
constants.
KinFull and AxPhc imply that no inertial observer can move faster than light
if d ≥ 3, see e.g., (Andréka et al. 2012a). Therefore, we will use the following
version of AxThExp+.
AxThExp Inertial observers can move along any straight line of any speed less
than the speed of light:
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)] ∧ (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
space(x¯, y¯) < c · time(x¯, y¯)→ (∃k′ ∈ IOb)[x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(k′)]).
Let us introduce the following axiom system for special relativity:
SpecRelFull
def
= KinFull ∪ {AxPhc,AxThExp}.
The map P : Q4 → Q4 is called a Poincaré transformation corresponding to
light speed c iff it is an affine bijection having the following property
c2 · time(x¯, y¯)2 − space(x¯, y¯)2 = c2 · time(x¯′, y¯′)2 − space(x¯′, y¯′)2
for all x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4 for which P (x¯) = x¯′ and P (y¯) = y¯′.
In (Lefever 2017, p.24) based on theorem (Andréka et al. 2012a, Thm 2.1,
p.639) for stock SpecRel, we prove11 the following justification theorem which
establishes that SpecRelFull is indeed an axiomatization of special relativity:
Theorem 3. Assume SpecRelFull. Then wmk is a Poincaré transformation corre-
sponding to c for all inertial observersm and k.
Theorem 3 shows that SpecRelFull captures the kinematics of special rela-
tivity since it implies that the worldview transformations between inertial ob-
servers are the same as in the standard non-axiomatic approaches. Note that
the Poincaré transformations in Theorem 3 are model-dependent. When we
talk about Poincaré transformations below, we mean Poincaré transformations
corresponding to the speed of light of the investigated model.
Corollary 4. Assuming SpecRelFull, the speed of any inertial observer relative
to any other inertial observer is slower than the speed of light:
(∀h, k ∈ IOb)[speedh(k) < c].
11An alternative proof for Theorem 3 would be by using the Alexandrov–Zeeman Theorem,
which states that any causal automorphism of spacetime is a Lorentz transformation up to a di-
lation, a translation and a field-automorphism-induced collineation, for the case when the field
is the field of real numbers. It was independently discovered by A. D. Aleksandrov in 1949, L.-
K. Hua in the 1950s and E. C. Zeeman in 1964, see (Goldblatt 1987, p.179). See (Zeeman 1964)
for E. C. Zeeman’s proof of the theorem, (Vroegindewey 1974) and (Vroegindewey et al. 1979) for
algebraic generalizations, and (Pambuccian 2007) for a proof using definability theory.
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4 Using Poincaré–Einstein synchronisation to con-
struct relativistic coordinate systems for classical
observers
In this section, we are going to give a systematic translation of the formulas of
SpecRelFull to the language of ClassicalKinFull such that the translation of every
consequence of SpecRelFull will follow from ClassicalKinFull, see Theorem 4.
The basic idea is that if classical observers use light signals and Poincaré–
Einstein synchronisation, then the coordinate systems of the slower-than-light
observers after a natural time adjustment will satisfy the axioms of special rel-
ativity. Hence we will use light signals to determine simultaneity and measure
distance in classical physics in the same way as in relativity theory. For every
classical observer k, we will redefine the coordinates of events using Poincaré–
Einstein synchronization. For convenience, we will work in the ether frame
because there the speed of light is the same in every direction.
Let us consider the ether coordinate system e which agrees with k in every
aspect: it intersects the worldline of observer k at the origin according to both k
and e; it agrees with k on the direction of time and the directions of space axes;
it agrees with k in the units of time and space.
First we consider the case where observer k is moving in the x direction
according to e. We will discuss the general case when discussing Figure 4 be-
low. So let us first understand what happens in the tx-plane when classical ob-
server k uses Poincaré–Einstein synchronization to determine the coordinates
of events.
Let (t1, x1) be an arbitrary point of the tx-plane in the coordinate system of
e. Let v be the speed of k with respect to e. Then the worldline of k according
to e is defined by equation x = vt, as illustrated in Figure 2. Therefore, the
worldline of the light signal sent by k in the positive x direction at instant t0
satisfies equation t− t0 = x−vt0ce . Similarly, the light signal received by k in the
negative x direction at instant t2 satisfies equation t − t2 = x−vt2−ce . Using that
(t1, x1) are on these lines, we get
ce(t1 − t0) = x1 − vt0,
−ce(t1 − t2) = x1 − vt2.
. (1)
Solving (1) for t0 and t2, we get
t0 =
cet1 − x1
ce − v , t2 =
cet1 + x1
ce + v
. (2)
Let us call the coordinates of the event at (t1, x1) in the ether coordinates
and (t′1, x
′
1) in the coordinates of the moving observer. Since the light signal
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has the same speed in both directions, t′1 is in the middle between t0 and t2,
which leads to t′1 =
t0+t2
2 and x
′
1 =
ce(t2−t0)
2 .
Substituting (2) in the above equations , we find that
t′1 =
c
2
e t1 − vx1
c2e − v2
, x′1 =
c
2
ex1 − c2evt1
c2e − v2
.
Therefore, if k uses radar to coordinatize spacetime, (t1, x1) is mapped to
1
c2
e
−v2
(
c
2
et1 − vx1, c2ex1 − c2evt1
)
when switching from the coordinate system of
e to that of k.
Now, let us consider the effect of using radar to coordinatize spacetime in
the directions orthogonal to the movement of k, as illustrated in Figure 3. Con-
sider a light signal moving with speed ce in an orthogonal direction, say the y
direction, which is reflected by amirror after traveling one time unit. Due to the
movement of the observer through the ether frame, there will be an apparent
deformation of distances orthogonal to the movement: if the light signal takes
one time unit relative to the ether, it will appear to only travel a distance which
would, because of Pythagoras’ theorem, be covered in
√
1− v2/c2e time units to
the observer moving along in the x direction. The same holds for the z direc-
tion. So the point with coordinates (0, 0, 1, 1) in the ether coordinates will have
coordinates (
0, 0,
1√
1− v2/c2e
,
1√
1− v2/c2e
)
relative to the moving observer. This explain the values on the diagonal line in
the lower right corner of the Poincaré–Einstein synchronisation matrix Ev .
Consequently, the followingmatrix describes the Poincaré–Einstein synchro-
nisation in classical physics:
Ev
def
=


1
1−v2/c2
e
−v/c2
e
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
−v
1−v2/c2
e
1
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 0 1√
1−v2/c2
e
0
0 0 0 1√
1−v2/c2
e

 .
This transformation generates some asymmetry: an observer in a moving
spaceship would dtermine their spaceship to be smaller in the directions or-
thogonal to its movement, see Figure 3. We can eliminate this asymmetry by
multiplying with a scale factor Sv
def
=
√
1− v2/c2e which slows the clock of k
down. The combined transformation Sv ◦Ev is the following Lorentz transfor-
mation:
Lv
def
= Sv ◦ Ev =


1√
1−v2/c2
e
−v/c2
e√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
−v√
1−v2/c2
e
1√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
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0 x
e k : x = vt
t2
t0
(t1, x1)
0 x
k
(
c
2
e
t1−vx1
c2
e
−v2 ,
c
2
e
x1−c
2
e
vt1
c2
e
−v2
)
t0+t2
2
t0
t2
Figure 2: Einstein–Poincaré synchronisation in two-dimensional classical kine-
matics: on the left in the coordinate system of an ether observer and on the
right in the coordinate system of the moving observer. We only assume that
the moving observer goes through the origin of the ether observer.
1
√
1− v2/c2e
v/ce
v¯/ce
Figure 3: Correction in the directions orthogonal to movement: The diagonal
line is the path of a light signal which travels 1 space unit to the opposite side
of a spaceship moving with speed v/ce with respect to the Ether frame. By
Pythagoras’ theorem the width of the spaceship is not 1 but just
√
1− v2/c2e
space units in the Ether frame.
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For all v¯ = (vx, vy, vz) ∈ Q3 satisfying v = |v¯| < ce, we construct a bijection
Radv¯ (for “radarization”) between Minkowski spacetime and Newtonian abso-
lute spacetime.
We start by using the unique spatial rotationRv¯ that rotates (1, vx, vy, vz) to
(1,−v, 0, 0) if the ether frame is not parallel with the tx-plane:
• if vy 6= 0 or vz 6= 0 then
Rv¯
def
=
1
|v¯|


1 0 0 0
0 −vx −vy −vz
0 vy −vx − v
2
z(|v¯|−vx)
v2y+v
2
z
vyvz(|v¯|−vx)
v2y+v
2
z
0 vz
vyvz(|v¯|−vx)
v2y+v
2
z
−vx − v
2
y(|v¯|−vx)
v2y+v
2
z

 ,
• if vx ≤ 0 and vy = vz = 0 then Rv¯ is the identity map,
• if vx > 0 and vy = vz = 0 then
Rv¯
def
=


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 .
Rotation Rv¯ is only dependent on the velocity v¯.
Then we take the Galilean boost12 Gv that maps the line x = −vt to the
time-axis, i.e.,
Gv
def
=


1 0 0 0
v 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
Nextwe have the Lorentz transformation Sv ◦Ev. Finally, we use the reverse
rotation R−1v¯ to put the directions back to their original positions. So Radv¯ is,
as illustrated in Figure 4, the following composition:
Radv¯
def
= R−1v¯ ◦ Sv ◦ Ev ◦Gv ◦Rv¯.
Radv¯ is a unique well-defined linear bijection for all |v¯| < ce.
The core map is the transformations in between the rotations:
Cv
def
= Sv ◦ Ev ◦Gv =


√
1− v2/c2e −v/c
2
e√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 1√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
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k e
x
Rv¯
ke
x
Gv
ke
x
Ev
ke
x
Sv
ke
x
R−1v¯
k e
x
Radv¯ Cv Lv
Figure 4: The components of transformation Radv¯ : reading from the top left
corner to the bottom left corner, first we put ether observer e in the kx-plane by
rotation Rv¯, we put e to the time axis by Galilean transformation Gv , then by
using Einstein-Poincaré transformation Ev we put k to the time axis, then by
scaling Sv we correct the asymmetry in the directions orthogonal to the move-
ment, and finally we use the inverse rotation R−1v¯ to put the direction of e back
into place. The Lorentz transformation Lv and the core map Cv are also being
displayed. The triangles formed by k, the outgoing lightbeam on the right of
the lightcone and the incoming light beam, on the right hand size of Figure 4,
are the same triangles as in Figure 2.
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It is worth noting that the core map is only dependent on the speed v.
We say that cone Λ is a light cone moving with velocity v¯ = (vx, vy, vz) if Λ is
the translation, by a Q4 vector, of the following cone
{
(t, x, y, z) ∈ Q4 : (x− vxt)2 + (y − vyt)2 + (z − vzt)2 = (cet)2
}
.
We call light cones moving with velocity (0, 0, 0) right light cones.
Lemma 1. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let v¯ = (vx, vy, vz) ∈ Q3 such that |v¯| < ce.
Then Radv¯ is a linear bijection that has the following properties:
1. If v¯ = (0, 0, 0), then Radv¯ is the identity map.
2. Radv¯ maps the time axis to the time axis, i.e.,(∀y¯, x¯ ∈ Q4)(Radv¯(x¯) = y¯ → [x1 = x2 = x3 = 0↔ y1 = y2 = y3 = 0]).
3. Radv¯ scales the time axis down by factor
√
1− |v¯|2.
4. Radv¯ transforms light cones moving with velocity v¯ into right light cones.
5. Radv¯ is the identity on vectors orthogonal to the plane containing the time
axis and the direction of motion of the ether frame (0, vx, vy, vz), i.e.,(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)([x1vx + x2vy + x3vz = 0 ∧ x0 = 0]→ Radv¯(x¯) = x¯).
6. The line through the originmoving with velocity v¯ is mapped to itself and
lines parallel to this line are mapped to parallel ones by Radv¯.
Proof. To define Radv¯ , we need AxEField to allow us to use subtractions, divi-
sions and square roots; AxLine because worldlines of observersmust be straight
lines, which also enables us to calculate the speed v; and AxEther because we
need the ether frame of reference. Radv¯ is well-defined because it is composed
of well-defined components. Speed v is well-defined because of AxLine and
AxEField.
Radv¯ is a bijection since it is composed of bijections: Galilean transformation
G is a bijection, rotationsR andR−1 are bijections, matrixE defines a bijection,
multiplication by S is a bijection (because we only use the positive square root).
Radv¯ maps lines to lines since all components of Radv¯ are linear. By definition,
Rad0¯ is the identity map.
The time axis is mapped to the time axis by Radv¯: Rv¯ leave the time axis
in place. Galilean transformation Gv maps the time axis to the line defined by
12AGalilean boost is a time dependent translation: take a spacelike vector v¯ and translate by t0 v¯
in the horizontal hyperplane t = t0, i.e. (t, x, y, z) 7→ (t, x+ tvx, y + tvy , z + tvz).
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x = vt. Matrix Ev maps this line back to the time axis. Sv and R−1v¯ leaves the
time axis in place. The rotations around the time axis do not change the time
axis. The core map Cv scales the time axis by factor
√
1− |v¯|2.
Gv ◦Rv¯ transforms light cones moving with velocity v¯ into right light cones.
The rest of the transformations givingRadv¯ map right light cones to right ones.
If x¯ is orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, v¯), thenRv¯ rotates it to become orthog-
onal to the tx-plane. Therefore, the Galilean boost Gv and the Lorentz boost
Sv ◦Ev do not change the Rv¯ image of x¯. Finally R−1v¯ rotates this image back to
x¯. Hence Radv¯(x¯) = x¯.
The line through the origin with velocity v¯ = (vx, vy, vz), which is line e in
Figure 4, is defined by equation system x = vxt, y = vyt and z = vzt. After
rotation Rv¯, this line has speed−v in the tx plane, which core map Cv maps to
itself:

√
1− v2/c2e −v/c
2
e√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 1√
1−v2/c2
e
0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 ·


1
−v
0
0

 =


1√
1−v2/c2
e
−v√
1−v2/c2
e
0
0

 =
1√
1− v2/c2e


1
−v
0
0

 .
RotationR−1v¯ puts the line with speed−v back on the line with velocity v¯. Since
Radv¯ is a linear bijection, lines parallel to this line aremapped to parallel lines.
5 A formal translation of SpecRel into ClassicalKin
In this section, using the radarization transformations of section 4, we give a
formal translation from the language of SpecRel to that of ClassicalKin such that
all the translated axioms of SpecRelFull become theorems of ClassicalKinFull. To
do so, we will have to translate the basic concepts of SpecRel to formulas of the
language of ClassicalKin.
Since the basic concepts of the two languages use the same symbols, we indi-
cate in a superscriptwhether we are speaking about the classical or the relativis-
tic version when they are not translated identically. So we use IObSR andWSR
for relativistic inertial observers andworldviewrelations, and IObCK andWCK
for classical inertial observers and worldview relations. Even though from the
context it is always clear which language we use because formulas before the
translation are in the language of SpecRel and formulas after the translation are
in the language of ClassicalKin, sometimes we use this notation even in defined
concepts (such as events, worldlines, and worldview transformations) to help
the readers.
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Let us define Radv¯k(e)(x¯) and its inverse Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(y¯) as
Radv¯k(e)(x¯) = y¯
def⇐⇒ (∃v¯ ∈ Q3)[v¯ = v¯k(e) ∧Radv¯(x¯) = y¯]
Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯) = x¯
def⇐⇒ (∃v¯ ∈ Q3)[v¯ = v¯k(e) ∧Radv¯(x¯) = y¯].
Let us now give the translation of all the basic concepts of SpecRel in the lan-
guage of ClassicalKin. Mathematical expressions are translated into themselves:
Tr(a+ b = c)
def≡ (a+ b = c), T r(a · b = c) def≡ (a · b = c), T r(a < b) def≡ a < b.
Light signals are translated to light signals: Tr
(
Ph(p)
) def≡ Ph(p).
The translation of relativistic inertial observers are classical inertial observers
which are slower-than-light with respect to the ether frame:
Tr
(
IObSR(k)
) def≡ IObCK(k) ∧ (∀e ∈ Ether)[speede(k) < ce].
Relativistic coordinates are translated into classical coordinates by radariza-
tion13:
Tr
(
WSR(k, b, x¯)
) def≡ (∀e ∈ Ether)[WCK(k, b, Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯))].
Complex formulas are translated by preserving the logical connectives:
Tr(¬ϕ) def≡ ¬Tr(ϕ), T r(ψ ∧ ϕ) def≡ Tr(ψ) ∧ Tr(ϕ), T r(∃x[ϕ]) def≡ ∃x[Tr(ϕ)], etc.
This defines translation Tr on all formulas in the language of SpecRelFull.
Let us now see into what Tr translates the important defined concepts, such
as events, worldlines and worldview transformations.
Worldlines are translated as:
Tr
(
x¯ ∈ wlk(b)
) ≡ (∀e ∈ Ether) [Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯) ∈ wlk(b)
]
and events as:
Tr
(
b ∈ evk(x¯)
) ≡ (∀e ∈ Ether) [b ∈ evk(Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯))
]
.
Since these translations often lead to very complicated formulas, we provide
some techniques to simplify translated formulas in the Appendix on p.51. In
13By Convention 1 on page 8, a relation defined by formula Tr
(
WSR(k, b, x¯)
)
is empty ifwlk(e)
is not a subset of a straight line for every ether observer e (because in this case the partial function
v¯k(e) is undefined). The same applies to the translations of the defined concepts event, worldline
and worldview transformation.
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the proofs below, we will always use the simplified formulas. The simplified
translation of the worldview transformation is the following:
Tr
(
wSRhk (x¯, y¯)
) ≡ (∀e ∈ Ether) [wCKhk (Rad−1v¯h(e)(x¯), Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯))
]
.
Since ClassicalKinFull implies that wCKhk is a transformation (and not just a rela-
tion) if k and h are inertial observers,
Tr
(
wSRhk (x¯, y¯)
) ≡ (∀e ∈ Ether) [(Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e)
)
(x¯) = y¯
]
in this case.
Lemma 2. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Then Tr(c) ≡ ce.14
Proof. By Tr(AxPhSRc )we know there is an observer-independent speed of light
for the translated inertial observers. So we can chose any translated inertial ob-
server to establish the speed of light. Ether observers are also translations of
some inertial observers because they are inertial observers moving slower than
ce with respect to ether observers. Let us take an ether observer, which in the
translation has Rad0¯ being the identity. Hence, Tr(c) is the speed of light ac-
cording to our fixed ether observer, which is ce in ClassicalKinFull by definition.
Lemma 3 is helpful for proving properties of translations involving more
than one observer:
Lemma 3. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, if e and e′ are ether observers and k and h
are slower-than-light inertial observers, then
Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = Radv¯k(e′) ◦ w
CK
hk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e′)
and it is a Poincaré transformation.
Proof. Let e and e′ be ether observes and let k and h be inertial observers with
velocities v¯ = v¯k(e) and u¯ = v¯h(e′). By Corollary 3, v¯ = v¯k(e′) and u¯ = v¯h(e).
Therefore,
Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = Radv¯k(e′) ◦ w
CK
hk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e′).
By Theorem 2, wCKhk is a Galilean transformation. Trivial Galilean transforma-
tions are also (trivial) Poincaré transformations. Therefore
T1 = Rv¯ ◦ wCKhk ◦R−1u¯
14That is, the translation of the defining formula of constant c is equivalent to the defining formula
of constant ce in ClassicalKinFull. The same remark, with ce and c switched and on SpecRelFull , can
be made for Corollary 6 below.
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R−1u¯ G
−1
u E
−1
u S
−1
u Ru¯
wCKhk Tr
(
wSRhk
)
T1 T2 T3
Rv¯ Gv Ev Sv R
−1
v¯
Figure 5: Lemma 3: Read the figure starting in the top-right corner and follow
the arrows to the left along the components of Rad−1u¯ , down along Galilean
transformation wCKhk and right along the components of Radv¯, which results in
Poincaré transformation Tr
(
wSRhk
)
.
is a Galilean transformation because it is a composition of a Galilean transfor-
mation and two rotations, which are also (trivial) Galilean transformations. T1
is also a trivial transformation because it is a transformation between two ether
observers, which are at rest relative to each other by Corollary 1.
T2 = Gv ◦ T1 ◦G−1u
is a (trivial) Galilean transformation. Since Sv ◦ Ev and E−1u ◦ S−1u are Lorentz
transformations (which are special cases of Poincaré transformations),
T3 = Sv ◦ Ev ◦ T2 ◦ E−1u ◦ S−1u
is a Poincaré transformation. Since rotations are (trivial) Poincaré transforma-
tions,
Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = R
−1
v¯ ◦ T3 ◦Ru¯
is a Poincaré transformation. 
Since, by Lemma 3, Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) leads to the same Poincaré
transformation independently of the choice of ether observer e, we can use the
notation Tr
(
wSRhk
)
for this transformation, as on the right side of Figure 5.
Lemma 4. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let e be an ether observer, and let k and
h be slower-than-light inertial observers. Assume that wCKhk is a trivial trans-
formation consisting of the translation by the vector z¯ after the linear trivial
transformation T . Then Radv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) is the trivial transformation
which is the translation by vector Radv¯k(e)(z¯) after T .
Proof. By Lemma 3, Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) is a Poincaré transformation.
Since wCKhk is a trivial transformation, it maps vertical lines to vertical ones. By
Lemma 1, Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) also maps vertical lines to vertical ones.
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Consequently, Radv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) is a Poincaré transformation that maps
vertical lines to vertical ones. Hence it is a trivial transformation.
Let Mz¯ denote the translation by vector z¯. By the assumptions, wCKhk =
Mz¯ ◦ T . The linear part T of wCKhk transforms the velocity of the ether frame as
(0, v¯k(e)) = T (0, v¯h(e)) and the translation partMz¯ does not change the veloc-
ity of the ether frame. Hence v¯k(e) is v¯h(e) transformed by the spatial isometry
part of T .
We also have that Radv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) is Radv¯k(e) ◦Mz¯ ◦ T ◦Rad
−1
v¯h(e)
.
SinceRadv¯k(e) is linear, we haveRadv¯k(e) ◦Mz¯ =MRadv¯k(e)(z¯) ◦Radv¯k(e). There-
fore, it is enough to prove thatRadv¯k(e)◦wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk ifwCKhk is linear.
From now on, assume that wCKhk is linear.
Since it is a linear trivial transformation, wCKhk maps (1, 0, 0, 0) to itself. By
Item 3 of Lemma 1, Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk also maps (1, 0, 0, 0) to
itself becauseRad−1v¯h(e) scales up the time axis the same factor asRadv¯k(e) scales
down because |v¯h(e)| = |v¯k(e)|. So Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) and wCKhk agree
restricted to time.
Now we have to prove that Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) and wCKhk also agree
restricted to space. By Item 5 of Lemma 1, Rad−1v¯h(e) is identical on the vec-
tors orthogonal to the plane containing the time axis and the direction of mo-
tion of the ether frame, determined by vector v¯h(e). The worldview transfor-
mation wCKhk leaves the time axis fixed and maps the velocity of ether frame
v¯h(e) to v¯k(e). After thisRadv¯k(e) does not change the vectors orthogonal to the
plane containing the time axis and the direction of motion of the ether frame.
Therefore, Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) and wCKhk do the same thing with the
vectors orthogonal to the plane containing the time axis and the direction of
motion of the ether frame, determined by vector v¯h(e). So the space part of
Radv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) andwCKhk are isometries ofQ3 that agree on two inde-
pendent vectors. This means that they are either equal or differ in a mirroring.
However, they cannot differ in amirroring asRadv¯k(e) andRad
−1
v¯h(e)
are orienta-
tion preserving maps because all of their components are such. Consequently,
Radv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk . 
6 Interpretation
Now that we have established the translation and developed the tools to sim-
plify15 translated formulas, we prove that it is an interpretation of SpecRelFull in
ClassicalKinFull.
15See Appendix on p.51.
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Theorem 4. Tr is an interpretation of SpecRelFull in ClassicalKinFull, i.e.,
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(ϕ) if SpecRelFull ⊢ ϕ.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the Tr-translation of every axiom of SpecRelFull
follows from ClassicalKinFull. Nowwewill go trough all the axioms of SpecRelFull
and prove their translations one by one from ClassicalKinFull.
• AxEFieldCK ⊢ Tr(AxEFieldSR) follows since all purely mathematical expres-
sions are translated into themselves, henceTr(AxEField) is the axiomAxEField
itself.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxEvSR). The translation of AxEvSR is equivalent to:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether )
([
speede(k) < ce
speede(h) < ce
]
→ (∃y¯ ∈ Q4)[evk (Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
= evh
(
Rad−1v¯h(e)(y¯)
) ])
.
To prove this, let k and h be inertial observers such that speede(k) < ce and
speede(h) < ce according to any Ether observer e and let x¯ ∈ Q4. We have
to prove that there is a y¯ ∈ Q4 such that evk[Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)] = evh[Rad
−1
v¯h(e)
(y¯)].
Let us denote Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯) by x¯
′. x¯′ exists since Radv¯k(e) is a well-defined
bijection. There is a y¯′ such that evk (x¯′) = evh (y¯′) because of AxEvCK. Then
y¯ = Radv¯h(e)(y¯
′) has the requited properties.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxSelfSR). The translation of AxSelfSR is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)
(
speede(k) < ce
→ (∀y¯ ∈ Q4)[W ((k, k,Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯))↔ y1 = y2 = y3 = 0]
)
.
To prove the formula above, let k be an inertial observer such that speede(k) <
ce according to any Ether observer e and let y¯ ∈ Q4. We have to prove that
W
(
(k, k,Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯)
)
if and only if y1 = y2 = y3 = 0. Let x¯ ∈ Q4 be such that
Radv¯k(e)(x¯) = y¯. By AxSelf
CK, W
(
(k, k, x¯)
)
if and only if x1 = x2 = x3 = 0.
This holds if and only if y1 = y2 = y3 = 0 since by item 2 of Lemma 1 Radv¯
transformation maps the time axis on the time axis.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxSymDSR). The translation of AxSymD is equivalent to:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)



speede(k) < ce ∧ speede(k′) < ce
)
time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′) = 0
evk(Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(x¯)) = evk′(Rad
−1
v¯k′ (e)
(x¯′))
evk(Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(y¯)) = evk′(Rad
−1
v¯k′ (e)
(y¯′))

→ space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′)

.
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Let k and k′ be inertial observers, let x¯, y¯, x¯′, and y¯′ be coordinate points,
and let e be an ether observer such that speede(k) < ce, speede(k
′) < ce,
time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′) = 0, evk(Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = evk′(Rad
−1
v¯k′ (e)
(x¯′)), and
evk(Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(y¯)) = evk′(Rad
−1
v¯k′ (e)
(y¯′)). Let P = Radvk′(e) ◦ wkk′ ◦ Rad−1vk(e).
By Lemma 3, P is a Poincaré transformation. By the assumptions, P (x¯) =
x¯′ and P (y¯) = y¯′. Therefore, time(x¯, y¯)2 − space(x¯, y¯)2 = time(x¯′, y¯′)2 −
space(x¯′, y¯′)2. Since both time(x¯, y¯) and time(x¯′, y¯′) are zero, space(x¯, y¯)2 =
space(x¯′, y¯′)2. Consequently, space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′) because they are
both positive quantities.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxLineSR). The translation of AxLineSR is equivalent to:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, z¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)[

speede(k) < ce
speede(h) < ce
Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯), Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(y¯), Rad−1v¯k(e)(z¯) ∈ wlk(h)


→ (∃a ∈ Q)[z¯ − x¯ = a(y¯ − x¯) ∨ y¯ − z¯ = a(z¯ − x¯)]].
Because ofAxLineCK,Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯),Rad
−1
v¯k(e)
(y¯) andRad−1v¯k(e)(z¯) are on a straight
line. Since Radv¯ is a linear map, x¯, y¯ and z¯ are on a straight line, hence the
translation of AxLineSR follows.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxTrivSR). The translation of AxTrivSR is equivalent to:
(∀T ∈ Triv )(∀h ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)
(
speede(h) < ce
→ (∃k ∈ IOb)
[
speede(k) < ce
Radv¯k(e) ◦ whk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = T
])
.
To prove Tr(AxTrivSR), we have to find a slower-than-light inertial observer
k for every trivial transformation T and a slower-than-light inertial observer
h such that Radv¯k(e) ◦ whk ◦Rad−1v¯h(e) = T .
By AxTrivCK and Lemma 4, there is an inertial observer k such that Radv¯k(e) ◦
wCKhk ◦ Rad−1v¯h(e) = T . This k is also slower-than-light since wCKhk is a trivial
transformation.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxPhSRc ). The translation of AxPhSRc is equivalent to:
(∃c ∈ Q)

c > 0 ∧ (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether )

speede(k) < ce →
(∃p ∈ Ph)
([
WCK
(
k, p, Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
WCK
(
k, p, Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯)
)
]
↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c·time(x¯, y¯)
)

.
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It is enough to show that any slower-than-light inertial observers k can send
a light signal trough coordinate points x¯′ and y¯′ exactly if
space
(
Radv¯k(e)(x¯
′), Radv¯k(e)(y¯
′)
)
= ce · time
(
Radv¯k(e)(x¯
′), Radv¯k(e)(y¯
′)
)
holds for any ether observer e, i.e., if Radv¯k(e)(x¯
′) and Radv¯k(e)(y¯
′) are on a
right light cone. k can send a light signal through coordinate points x¯′ and y¯′
if they are on a light cone moving with velocity v¯k(e) by Theorem 2 because
Galilean transformationwek maps worldlines of light signals to worldlines of
light signals and light signals move along right light cones according to e by
AxEther. Radv¯k(e) transform these cones into right light cones by Item 4 of
Lemma 1. Therefore, Radv¯k(e)(x¯
′) and Radv¯k(e)(y¯
′) are on a right light cone
if k can send a light signal trough x¯′ and y¯′, and this is what we wanted to
show.
• ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr(AxThExpSR). Tr(AxThExpSR) is equivalent to:
(∃h ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)[speede(h) < ce]∧
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether )(
[
speede(k) < ce
space(x¯, y¯) < ce · time(x¯, y¯)
]
→ (∃k′ ∈ IOb)
[
speede(k
′) < ce
x, y ∈ wlk(k′)
])
.
The first conjunct of the translation follows immediately from AxEther. Let
us now prove the second conjunct. From AxThExp+ we get inertial observers
both inside and outside of the light cones. Those observers which are inside
of the light cone (which are the ones we are interested in) stay inside the light
cone by the translation by Items 2 and 4 of Lemma 1. Since we have only
used that there are observers on every straight line inside of the light cones,
this proof of Tr(AxThExpSR) goes trough also for the NoFTL case, needed
in Theorem 6 below.
• ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr(AxNoAcc). The translation of AxNoAcc is equivalent to:
(∀k ∈ B)(∃x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃b ∈ B)(∀e ∈ Ether )[
WCK
(
k, b, Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)→ (IObCK(k) ∧ [speede(k) < ce])].
which follows directly from AxNoAcc since Radv¯k(e) is the same bijection for
all ether observers e, and from AxNoFTL. 
While our translation function translates axioms of special relativity theory
into theorems of classical kinematics, models are transformed the other way
round from classicalmechanics to special relativity theory. Ifwe take anymodel
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MCK of ClassicalKinFull, then our translation Tr tells us how to understand the
basic concepts of SpecRelFull inMCK in such a way that they satisfy the axioms
of SpecRelFull, turning the modelMCK into a modelMSR of SpecRelFull. For an
illustration on howamodel is transformedbyour translation, see the discussion
of the Michelson–Morley experiment in the next section.
Let us now show that there is no inverse interpretation Tr′ of classical kine-
matics in special relativity theory.
Theorem 5. There is no interpretation of ClassicalKinFull in SpecRelFull.
Proof. Assume towards contradiction that there is an interpretation, say Tr′,
of ClassicalKinFull in SpecRelFull. In the same way as the translation Tr turns
models of ClassicalKinFull into models of SpecRelFull, this inverse translation Tr′
would turn every model of SpecRelFull into a model of ClassicalKinFull. There is
a modelM of SpecRelFull such that BM = IObM ∪PhM and the automorphism
group ofM acts transitively on both IObM and PhM, see e.g., the secondmodel
constructed in (Székely 2013, Thm.2). That is, for any two inertial observers k
and h inM, there is an automorphism ofM taking k to h, and the same is true
for any two light signals inM.
Let M′ be the model of ClassicalKinFull that M is turned into by translating
the basic concepts of ClassicalKinFull to defined concepts of SpecRelFull via Tr′.
Then every automorphism ofM is also an automorphism ofM′. Since Tr′ has
to translate bodies into bodies, there have to be two sets of bodies in M′ such
that any two bodies from the same set can be mapped to each other by an auto-
morphism ofM′. However, in models of ClassicalKinFull, observersmovingwith
different speeds relative to the ether frame cannot be mapped to each other by
an automorphism. By AxThExp+ there are inertial observers inMmoving with
every finite speed. Therefore, there are infinitely many sets of inertial observers
which elements cannot bemapped into each other by an automorphism. This is
a contradiction showing that no such modelM′ and hence no such translation
Tr′ can exist. 
Corollary 5. SpecRelFull and ClassicalKinFull are not definitionally equivalent.
7 Intermezzo: The Michelson–Morley experiment
As an illustration, wewill now showhow the null result of the (Michelson and Morley
1887) experiment behaves under our interpretation. This is a complicated ex-
periment involving interferometry to measure the relative speed between two
light signals, but we can make abstraction of that here.
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Let, as illustrated on the right side of Figure 6, inertial observer k send out
two light signals at time −L, perpendicular to each other in the x and y direc-
tion. Let us assume that observer k sees the ether frame moving with speed
−v in the tx-plane — such that we do not have to rotate into the tx-plane (i.e.
v¯ = (−v, 0, 0) so that Rv¯ is the identity as defined on page 17). The light signals
are reflected by mirrors at (0, L, 0, 0) and (0, 0, L, 0), assuming that the speed of
light is 1. In accordance with the null result of the Michelson–Morley experi-
ment, the reflected light signals are both received by observer k at time L.
e
Mirror 1
Mirror 2
x
y
k
(−L/√1− v2, 0, 0, 0)
(Lv/
√
1− v2, L√1− v2, 0, 0)
(0, 0, L, 0)
(L/
√
1− v2, 0, 0, 0)
e
Mirror 1
Mirror 2
x
y
k
(−L, 0, 0, 0)
(0, L, 0, 0)
(0, 0, L, 0)
(L, 0, 0, 0)Rad
−1
v¯
Radv¯
Figure 6: On the left we have the classical setup which is transformed by Radv¯
into the setup for the Michelson–Morley experiment on the right.
To understand how this typical relativistic setup can bemodeled in classical
kinematics, we have to find which classical setup is being transformed into it.
So we need the inverse Rad−1v¯ of the radarization, which since the ether is in
the tx-plane is just the inverse C−1v of the core map Cv as defined on page 17.
Using the coordinates found by multiplying16 the matrix C−1v by the coor-
dinates from the right side of the figure, we can draw the left side of the figure,
which is the classical setup translated byRadv¯ into our setup of the Michelson–
Morley experiment. On the left side of the figure, we see that the speedof light is
not the same in every direction according to observer k. This illustrates that our
translation does not preserve simultaneity (the time at which the light beams
hit the mirrors are not the same anymore), speed, distance and time difference.
8 Definitional Equivalence
We will now slightly modify our axiom systems SpecRelFull and ClassicalKinFull
to establish a definitional equivalence between them. This will provide us with
16See (Lefever 2017, p.44) for the calculations.
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an insight about the exact differences between special relativity and classical
kinematics.
Tomake classical kinematics equivalent to special relativity, we ban the iner-
tial observers that are not moving slower than light relative to the ether frame.
This is done by the next axiom.
AxNoFTL All inertial observersmove slower than light with respect to the ether
frames:
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)[speede(k) < ce].
Axiom AxNoFTL contradicts AxThExp+. Therefore, we replace AxThExp+
with the following weaker assumption.
AxThExpSTL Inertial observers can move with any speed which is in the ether
frame slower than that of light:
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)] ∧ (∀e ∈ Ether )(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
space(x¯, y¯) < ce · time(x¯, y¯)→ (∃k ∈ IOb)
[
x¯, y¯ ∈ wle(k)
])
.
Let us now introduce our axiom system ClassicalKinSTLFull as follows:
ClassicalKinSTLFull
def
= ClassicalKinFull ∪ {AxNoFTL,AxThExpSTL} \ {AxThExp+}.
To make special relativity equivalent to classical kinematics, we have to in-
troduce a class of observers which will play the role of Ether, for which we have
to extend our language with a unary relation E to
{B ,Q ; IOb,Ph, E,+, ·,≤,W }.
We call the set defined by E the primitive ether frame, and its elements primitive
ether observers. They are primitive in the sense that they are concepts which are
solely introduced by an axiom without definition:
AxPrimitiveEther There is a non-empty class of distinguished observers, station-
ary with respect to each other, which is closed under trivial transforma-
tions:
(∃e ∈ IOb)

(∀k ∈ B)


[
IOb(k)
(∃T ∈ Triv )wSRek = T
]
↔ E(k)



.
Let us now introduce our axiom system SpecReleFull as follows:
SpecReleFull
def
= SpecRelFull ∪ {AxPrimitiveEther}.
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Let the translation Tr+ from SpecReleFull to ClassicalKin
STL
Full be the translation
that restricted to SpecRelFull is Tr:
Tr+|SpecRelFull def= Tr,
while the translation of the primitive ether is the classical ether:
Tr+
(
E(x)
) def≡ Ether(x).
Let the inverse translation Tr′+ from ClassicalKin
STL
Full to SpecRel
e
Full be the trans-
lation that translates the basic concepts as:
Tr′+(a+ b = c)
def≡ (a+ b = c), T r′+(a · b = c)
def≡ (a · b = c), T r′+(a < b)
def≡ a < b,
T r′+
(
PhCK(p)
) def≡ PhSR(p), T r′+(IObCK(b)) def≡ IObSR(b),
T r′+
(
WCK(k, b, x¯)
) def≡ (∀e ∈ E)[WSR(k, b, Radv¯k(e)(x¯))].
By Theorem 8, the two slight modifications above are enough to make clas-
sical kinematics and special relativity definitionally equivalent.
Lemma 5. Assume SpecReleFull. Then Tr
′
+[Ether(b)] ≡ E(b).
Proof. By the definition of Ether, Tr′+[Ether (b)] is equivalent to
Tr′+

 IOb(b) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)([x¯, y¯ ∈ wl b(p)]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯)))]

 ,
which is by the defintion of Tr′+ equivalent to
IOb(b) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)(Tr′+[[x¯, y¯ ∈ wl b(p)]]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯)))],
which by the definition of worldlines is equivalent to
IOb(b) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)(Tr′+[W (b, p, x¯) ∧W (b, p, y¯)]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯)))],
which by the definition of Tr′+(W ) is equivalent to
IOb(b) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
(∃p ∈ Ph)([(∀e ∈ E)(WSR[b, p, Radv¯b(e)(x¯)])
∧ (∀e ∈ E)(WSR[b, p, Radv¯b(e)(y¯)])]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯)))],
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which by the definition of worldlines is equivalent to
IOb(b) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)((∃p ∈ Ph)((∀e ∈ E)
[Radv¯b(e)(x¯), Radv¯b(e)(y¯) ∈ wl b(p)]↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯)
))]
.
This means that b is an inertial observer which, after transforming its world-
view by Radv¯(e), sees the light signals moving along right light cones. Since
the light cones are already right ones in SpecReleFull andRadv¯b(e) would tilt light
cones if v¯b(e) 6= (0, 0, 0) because of Item 1 of Lemma 1 and because Radv¯b(e) is
a bijection, b must be stationary relatively to primitive ether e, and hence the
above is equivalent to E(b). 
Corollary 6. Assume SpecReleFull. Then Tr
′
+(ce) ≡ c.
Proof. Since the ether is being translated into the primitive ether, the speed of
light ce in the ether frame is translated to the speed of light of the primitive
ether. In SpecReleFull the speed of light c is the same for all observers. 
Theorem 6. Tr+ is an interpretation of SpecReleFull in ClassicalKin
STL
Full , i.e.,
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr+(ϕ) if SpecReleFull ⊢ ϕ.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is basically the same as that of Theorem 4.
The only differences are the proof of Tr+(AxThExp) as AxThExp+ is replaced
by AxThExpSTL, and that we have to prove Tr+(AxPrimitiveEther).
• The proof for Tr(AxThExp) goes through since we only use that there are
observers on every straight line inside of the light cones, which is covered by
AxThExpSTL.
• ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr+(AxPrimitiveEther). Tr+(AxPrimitiveEther) is
Tr+
[
(∃e ∈ IOb)[(∀k ∈ B)([IOb(k) ∧ (∃T ∈ Triv )wSRek = T ] ↔ E(k))]],
which by the previously established translations of IOb, w and Ether, and
by using the result of the Appendix is equivalent to
(∃e ∈ IOb)(∀e′ ∈ Ether)
[
(speede′(e) < ce)∧(
(∀k ∈ B)[(IOb(k) ∧ [speede′(k) < ce] ∧ (∃T ∈ Triv )(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)
wCKek (Rad
−1
v¯e(e′)
(x¯), Rad−1v¯k(e′)(y¯)) = T (x¯, y¯)
)↔ Ether(k)])].
The wCKek (Rad
−1
v¯e(e′)
(x¯), Rad−1v¯k(e′)(y¯)) = T (x¯, y¯) part in the above translation
can be written as Radv¯k(e′) ◦ wCKek ◦ Rad−1v¯e(e′) = T , from which, by Item 5 of
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R−1u¯ G
−1
u E
−1
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−1
u Ru¯
Tr′+
(
wCKkh
)
wSRkhT3 T2 T1
Rv¯ Gv Ev Sv R
−1
v¯
Figure 7: Lemma 6: Read the figure starting in the bottom-left corner and fol-
low the arrows to the right along the components of Radv¯ , up along Poincaré
transformation wSRkh and left along the components of Rad
−1
u¯ , which results in
Galilean transformation Tr′+(w
CK
kh ).
Lemma 1, follows that there is a trivial transformation T ′ such that wCKek =
Rad−1v¯k(e′) ◦ T ◦Radv¯e(e′) = T ′. So Tr+(AxPrimitiveEther) is equivalent to
(∃e ∈ IOb)(∀e′ ∈ Ether)
[
[speede′(e) < ce]∧(
(∀k ∈ B)[(IOb(k) ∧ [speede′(k) < ce]∧
(∃T ′ ∈ Triv )(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)wCKek (x¯, y¯) = T ′(x¯, y¯))↔ Ether(k)])].
To prove this from ClassicalKinSTLFull , let e be an ether observer. Then IOb(e)
holds and speede′(e) = 0 < ce for every e′ ∈ Ether. Therefore, we only
have to prove that k is an ether observer if and only if it is a slower-than-light
inertial observer such that wCKek is some trivial transformation.
If k is an ether observer, then k is a slower-than-light inertial observer and
wCKek is indeed a trivial transformation because it is a Galilean transforma-
tion between two ether observers which are stationary relative to each other.
The other direction of the proof is that if k is an inertial observer which trans-
forms to an ether observer by a trivial transformation, then k is itself an ether
observer because then k also sees the light cones right. 
Lemma 6. Assuming SpecReleFull, if e and e
′ are primitive ether observers and k
and h are inertial observers, then
Rad−1v¯h(e) ◦ w
SR
kh ◦Radv¯k(e) = Rad−1v¯h(e′) ◦ w
SR
kh ◦Radv¯k(e′)
and it is a Galilean transformation.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that for Lemma 3, see (Lefever 2017, p.50) for
the full proof. 
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Lemma 7. Assume SpecReleFull. Let e be a primitive ether observer, and let k
and h be inertial observers. Assume that wSRhk is a trivial transformation which
is translation by vector z¯ after linear trivial transformation T . Then Rad−1v¯k(e) ◦
wSRhk ◦Radv¯h(e) is the trivial transformationwhich is translation by vectorRad−1v¯k(e)(z¯)
after T .
Proof. The proof is analogous to that for Lemma 4, see (Lefever 2017, p.51) for
the full proof. 
Theorem 7. Tr′+ is an interpretation of ClassicalKin
STL
Full in SpecRel
e
Full, i.e.,
SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(ϕ) if ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ ϕ.
Proof.
• EFieldSR ⊢ Tr′+(AxEFieldCK) since mathematical formulas are translated into
themselves.
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxEvCK). The translation of AxEvCK
is equivalent to:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ E)(∃y¯ ∈ Q4)[
evk
(
Radv¯k(e)(x¯)
)
= evh
(
Radv¯h(e)(y¯)
) ]
.
To prove the formula above, let k and h be inertial observers, let e be a prim-
itive ether observer, and let x¯ ∈ Q4. We have to prove that there is a y¯ ∈ Q4
such that evk[Radv¯k(e)(x¯)] = evh[Radv¯h(e)(y¯)]. Let us denote Radv¯k(e)(x¯) by
x¯′. x¯′ exists since Radv¯k(e) is a well-defined bijection. There is a y¯
′ such that
evk (x¯
′) = evh (y¯
′) because ofAxEvSR. Then y¯ = Rad−1v¯h(e)(y¯
′) has the requited
properties.
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(axAxLineCK). The translation of
AxLineCK is equivalent to:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, z¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)[
Radv¯k(e)(x¯), Radv¯k(e)(y¯), Radv¯k(e)(z¯) ∈ wlk(h)
→ (∃a ∈ Q)[z¯ − x¯ = a(y¯ − x¯) ∨ y¯ − z¯ = a(z¯ − x¯)]].
Because ofAxLineSR,Radv¯k(e)(x¯),Radv¯k(e)(y¯) andRadv¯k(e)(z¯) are on a straight
line. Since Radv¯ is a linear map, x¯, y¯ and z¯ are on a straight line, hence the
translation of AxLineCK follows.
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• Let us nowprove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxSelfCK). The translation ofAxSelfCK
is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ E)(∀y¯ ∈ Q4)[W ((k, k,Radv¯k(e)(y¯))↔ y1 = y2 = y3 = 0].
To prove the formula above, let k be an inertial observer, let e be a primitive
ether observer, and let y¯ ∈ Q4. We have to prove thatW ((k, k,Radv¯k(e)(y¯))
if and only if y1 = y2 = y3 = 0. Let x¯ ∈ Q4 be such that Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯) = y¯. By
AxSelfSR,W
(
(k, k, x¯)
)
if and only if x1 = x2 = x3 = 0. This holds if and only
if y1 = y2 = y3 = 0 since by item 2 of Lemma 1 Radv¯ transformation maps
the time axis to the time axis.
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxSymDCK). The translation of
AxSymDCK is equivalent to:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ E)


 time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯
′, y¯′) = 0
evk(Radv¯k(e)(x¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(x¯
′))
evk(Radv¯k(e)(y¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(y¯
′))

→ space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′)

.
Let k and k′ be inertial observers, let x¯, y¯, x¯′, and y¯′ be coordinate points, and
let e be a primitive ether observer such that time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′) = 0,
evk(Radv¯k(e)(x¯)) = evk′ (Radv¯k′ (e)(x¯
′)), and evk(Radv¯k(e)(y¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(y¯
′)).
Let G = Rad−1vk′ (e) ◦ wkk′ ◦ Radvk(e). By Lemma 6, G is a Galilean transfor-
mation. By the assumptions, G(x¯) = x¯′ and G(y¯) = y¯′. Since G is a Galilean
transformation and time(x¯, y¯) = 0we have space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′).
• Let us nowprove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxTrivCK). The translation ofAxTrivCK
is equivalent to:
(∀T ∈ Triv )(∀h ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ E)(∃k ∈ IOb)[Rad−1v¯k(e)◦whk◦Radv¯h(e) = T ].
To prove Tr′+(AxTriv
CK), we have to find an inertial observer k for every triv-
ial transformation T and an inertial observer h such that Rad−1v¯k(e) ◦ whk ◦
Radv¯h(e) = T . By AxTriv
SR and Lemma 7, there is an inertial observer k such
that Rad−1v¯k(e) ◦ whk ◦Radv¯h(e) = T .
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxAbsTimeCK). The translation of
AxAbsTimeCK is equivalent to:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ E)([
evk(Radv¯k(e)(x¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(x¯
′))
evk(Radv¯k(e)(y¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(y¯
′))
]
→ time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′)
)
.
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Let k and k′ be inertial observers, let x¯, y¯, x¯′, and y¯′ be coordinate points, and
let ebe aprimitive ether observer such that evk(Radv¯k(e)(x¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(x¯
′)),
and evk(Radv¯k(e)(y¯)) = evk′(Radv¯k′ (e)(y¯
′)). LetG = Rad−1vk′ (e)◦wkk′◦Radvk(e).
By Lemma 6, G is a Galilean transformation. By the assumptions, G(x¯) = x¯′
andG(y¯) = y¯′. SinceG is a Galilean transformation, which keeps simultane-
ous events simultaneous, and AxSymDSR we have time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′).
• Let us nowprove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxNoFTL). The translation ofAxNoFTL
is equivalent to: (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ E)[speede(k) < c].This follows fromCorol-
lary 4.
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxThExpSTL). The translation of
AxThExpSTL is equivalent to:
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)] ∧ (∀e ∈ E)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(space(x¯, y¯) < c · time(x¯, y¯)
→ (∃k ∈ IOb)[Radv¯k(e)(x¯), Radv¯k(e)(y¯) ∈ wle(k)]).
From AxThExp we get inertial observers inside of the light cones. Inertial
observers stay inside the light cone by the translation by Items 2 and 4 of
Lemma 1.
• Let us now prove that SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxEther). The translation of AxEther
is equivalent to: (∃e ∈ B)[E(e)]. This follows from AxPrimitiveEther.
• SpecReleFull ⊢ Tr′+(AxNoAcc). The translation of AxNoAcc is equivalent to:
(∀k ∈ B)(∃x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃b ∈ B)(∀e ∈ Ether )[
WSR
(
k, b, Radv¯k(e)(x¯)
)→ IObSR(k)],
which follows directly from AxNoAcc since Radv¯k(e) is the same bijection for
all ether observers e. 
Lemma8. Both translations Tr+ andTr′+ preserve the concept “ether velocity”:
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢Tr+
(
E(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
)↔ Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
SpecReleFull ⊢Tr′+
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
)↔ E(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
Proof. The translation of v¯k(b) = v¯ by Tr+ is:
Tr+
([ (∃x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b))(x¯ 6= y¯)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ wlk(b)) [(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)]
])
,
which is equivalent to
(∀e ∈ Ether)


(∃x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(b))(Radv¯k(e)(x¯′) 6= Radv¯k(e)(y¯′))
(∀x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(b))

 (y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)x¯ = Radv¯k(e′)(x¯′)
y¯ = Radv¯k(e′)(y¯
′)



 .
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The translation of velocity relative to the primitive ether, Tr+[E(e)∧ v¯k(e) = v¯],
is:
Ether (e) ∧ (∀e′ ∈ Ether)

(∃x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))(Radv¯k(e′)(x¯′) 6= Radv¯k(e′)(y¯′))
(∀x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))

 (y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)x¯ = Radv¯k(e′)(x¯′)
y¯ = Radv¯k(e′)(y¯
′)



 .
Since e′ only occurs in vk(e′) and since all ether observers are at rest relative
to each other by Corollary 1, they all have the same speed relative to k. Since,
by Lemma 1, Radv¯ is a bijection, Radv¯(x¯′) 6= Radv¯(y¯′) is equivalent to x¯ 6= y¯.
Hence we can simplify the above to:
Tr+[E(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯] ≡ Ether (e) ∧
(∃x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))[x¯′ 6= y¯′]∧
(∀x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))
[
(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)
x¯ = Radv¯k(e)(x¯
′) ∧ y¯ = Radv¯k(e)(y¯′)
]
,
which says that the Radv¯k(e)-image of worldline wlk(e) moves with speed v¯,
which is equivalent to that wlk(e) moves with speed v¯ by Item 6 of Lemma 1,
hence
Tr+
(
E(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
) ≡ Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯.
We will now prove this in the other direction. Tr′+[v¯k(b) = v¯] is:
(∀e ∈ E)


(∃x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(b))(Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯′) 6= Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯′))
(∀x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(b))


(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)
x¯ = Rad−1v¯k(e′)(x¯
′)
y¯ = Rad−1v¯k(e′)(y¯
′)



 .
The translation of velocity relative to the ether Tr′+[Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯] is
equivalent to
E(e) ∧ (∃x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))[x¯′ 6= y¯′]∧
(∀x¯′, y¯′ ∈ wlk(e))
[
(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)
x¯ = Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯
′) ∧ y¯ = Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯′)
]
,
which by Radv¯k(e) being a bijection and Item 6 of Lemma 1 leads us to
Tr′+
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
) ≡ E(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯. 
Theorem 8. Tr+ is a definitional equivalence between theories SpecReleFull and
ClassicalKinSTLFull .
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Proof. Weonly need to prove that the inverse translations of the translated state-
ments are logical equivalent to the original statements since Tr+ and Tr′+ are
interpretations by Theorem 6 and Theorem 7. AxNoAcc guarantees that v¯k(e) is
defined for every ether observer e and observer k.
• Mathematical expressions, quantities and light signals are translated into
themselves by both Tr+ and Tr′+.
• Tr′+
(
Tr+[E(e)]
) ≡ Tr′+[Ether(e)] ≡ E(e) follows from the definition of Tr+
and Lemma 5.
• The back and forth translation of IObSR is the following:
Tr′+
(
Tr+[IOb
SR(k)]
) ≡ Tr′+(IObCK(k) ∧ (∀e ∈ Ether )[speed e(k) < ce])
≡ IObSR(k) ∧ (∀e ∈ E)[speede(k) < c] ≡ IObSR(k).
The second equivalence is true because of Lemma 5 and Corollary 6. The
last equivalence is true because observers are always slower-than-light in
SpecReleFull, as per Corollary 4.
• The back and forth translation of IObCK is the following:
Tr+
(
Tr′+[IOb
CK(b)]
) ≡ Tr+[IObSR(b)]
≡ IObCK(b) ∧ (∀e ∈ Ether)[speede(b) < ce] ≡ IObCK(b).
The last equivalence holds because (∀e ∈ Ether)[speede(b) < ce] is true by
AxNoFTL.
• The back and forth translation ofWSR is the following:
Tr′+
(
Tr+[W
SR(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡ Tr[(∀e ∈ Ether)[WCK(k, b, Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯))]
]
≡ (∀e ∈ E)
(
WSR
[
k, b, Radv¯k(e)
(
Rad−1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)])
≡ (∀e ∈ E)[WSR(k, b, x¯)] ≡WSR(k, b, x¯).
We use Lemma 8 to translate the indexes v¯k(e) into themselves.
• The back and forth translation ofWCK is the following:
Tr+
(
Tr′+[W
CK(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡ Tr+[(∀e ∈ E)[WSR(k, b, Radv¯k(e)(x¯))]]
≡ (∀e ∈ Ether)
(
WSR
[
k, b, Rad−1v¯k(e)
(
Radv¯k(e)(x¯)
)])
≡ (∀e ∈ Ether)[WCK(k, b, x¯)] ≡WCK(k, b, x¯).
We use Lemma 8 to translate the indexes v¯k(e) into themselves. 
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9 Faster-Than-Light Observers are Definable from
Slower-Than-Light ones in Classical Kinematics
Now, we show that ClassicalKinSTLFull and ClassicalKinFull are definitionally equiv-
alent theories. In this section, we work only with classical theories. We use
the notations IObSTL, WSTL and wSTL for inertial observers, worldview re-
lations and worldview transformations in ClassicalKinSTLFull to distinguish them
from their counterparts in ClassicalKinFull.
We can map the interval of speeds [0, ce] to [0,∞] by replacing slower-than-
light speed v by classical speed V = v
ce−v
, and conversely map the interval of
speeds [0,∞] to [0, ce] by replacing speed V by speed v = ceV1+V . Similarly, for
arbitrary (finite) velocity V¯ , we have that v¯ = ceV¯
1+|V¯ | is slower than ce, and from
v¯, we can get V¯ back by the equation V¯ = v¯
ce−|v¯|
.
LetGV¯ andGv¯, respectively, be the Galilean boosts that map bodies moving
with velocity V¯ and v¯ to stationary ones. LetXV¯ = G
−1
v¯ ◦GV¯ and Yv¯ = G−1V¯ ◦Gv¯,
see Figure 9.
e
GV¯
e
G−1v¯ = G−v¯
e
XV¯
Yv¯
e
G−1
V¯
= G−V¯ Gv¯
v¯ = cV¯
1+|V¯ | V¯ =
v¯
c−|v¯|
Figure 8: V¯ is an arbitrary velocity and v¯ = ceV¯
1+|V¯ | is the corresponding STL
velocity. GV¯ and Gv¯ are Galilean boosts that, respectively, map bodies moving
with velocity V¯ and v¯ to stationary ones. Transformations XV¯ = G
−1
v¯ ◦ GV¯
and Yv¯ = G−1V¯ ◦Gv¯ allow us to map between observers seeing the ether frame
moving with up to infinite speeds on the left and STL speeds on the right. The
light cones on the top and on the bottom are the same one.
Lemma 9. Let v¯ ∈ Q3 for which |v¯| ∈ [0, ce] and let V¯ = v¯ce−|v¯| . ThenX
−1
V¯
= Yv¯ .
Proof. By definition of XV¯ and Yv¯ and by the inverse of composed transforma-
tions: X−1
V¯
=
(
G−1v¯ ◦GV¯
)−1
= G−1
V¯
◦ (G−1v¯ )−1 = G−1V¯ ◦Gv¯ = Yv¯. 
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Assume that the ether frame is moving with a faster-than-light velocity V¯
with respect to an inertial observer k. Then byXV¯ we can transform the world-
view of k such a way that after the transformation the ether frame is moving
slower than light with respect to k, see Figure 10. Systematically modifying
every observer’s worldview using the corresponding transformation XV¯ , we
can achieve that every observer sees that the ether frame is moving slower than
light. These transformations tell us where the observers should see the non-
observer bodies. However, this method does usually not work for bodies rep-
resenting inertial observers because the transformationXV¯ leaves the time axis
fixed only if V¯ = (0, 0, 0). Therefore, we will translate the worldlines of bodies
representing observers in harmony with AxSelf to represent the motion of the
corresponding observer’s coordinate system. This means that we have to split
up the translation ofW between the observer and non-observer cases.17
Let us define Xv¯k(e)(x¯) and Yv¯k(e)(x¯) and their inverses as:
Xv¯k(e)(x¯) = y¯
def⇐⇒ X−1v¯k(e)(y¯) = x¯
def⇐⇒ (∃v¯ ∈ Q3)[V¯ = v¯k(e) ∧XV¯ (x¯) = y¯],
and
Yv¯k(e)(x¯) = y¯
def⇐⇒ Y −1v¯k(e)(y¯) = x¯
def⇐⇒ (∃v¯ ∈ Q3)[v¯ = v¯k(e) ∧ Yv¯(x¯) = y¯].
Let Tr∗ be the following translation:
Tr∗
(
WSTL(k, b, x¯)
) def≡ (∀e ∈ Ether)[
b 6∈ IOb→WCK(k, b,X−1v¯k(e)(x¯))
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[wCKkb (X−1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = X−1v¯b(e)(t, 0, 0, 0)]
]
.
and Tr∗ is the identity on the other concepts.
Let Tr′∗ be the following translation:
Tr′∗
(
WCK(k, b, x¯)
) def≡ (∀e ∈ Ether)[
b 6∈ IOb→WSTL(k, b, Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯))
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[wSTLkb (Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = Y −1v¯b(e)(t, 0, 0, 0)]
]
.
and Tr′∗ is the identity on the other concepts.
Lemma 10. Assume ClassicalKinSTLFull . Then
Tr′∗
(
wCKkh
)
= Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLkh ◦ Y −1v¯k(e).
17There are other ways to handle this issue, such as introducing a new sort for inertial observers.
This however would complicate the previous sections of this paper, and also take our axiom system
further away from stock SpecRel.
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e k
G−1v¯k(e)
eb k k
G cev¯k(e)
1+|v¯k(e)|
e kb
X−1v¯k(e)
wCKkb
eb
G−1v¯b(e)
ebb
G cev¯b(e)
1+|v¯b(e)|
eb
X−1v¯b(e)
wSTLkb
Figure 9: Transformations from, on the right, ClassicalKinSTLFull to, on the left,
ClassicalKinFull for, on top, observer k and, at the bottom, observer b. The dashed
lines arewherewe put the observers after the transformation in order to respect
AxSelf . All transformations, including the worldviev transfrormations from the
top to the bottom, are Galilean.
Proof. We should show that
(∀b ∈ B)[Tr∗(WCK(k, b, x¯))↔ Tr∗(WCK(h, b, y¯))] (3)
holds iff
(∀b ∈ B)(∀e ∈ Ether)[wSTLkh (Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)] (4)
holds.
Let us first assume that (3) holds. This is equivalent to conjunction of the
following two statements:
(∀b ∈ B \ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)[(
WSTL(k, b, Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯))
)↔ (WSTL(h, b, Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)))] (5)
and
(∀b ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)
[
(∃t ∈ Q)[wSTLkb (Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = Y −1v¯b(e)(t, 0, 0, 0)]
↔ (∃t ∈ Q)[wSTLhb (Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)) = Y −1v¯b(e)(t, 0, 0, 0)]
]
. (6)
By (5), we have that WSTL
(
k, b, Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
iff WSTL
(
h, b, Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)
)
if b is not
an inertial observer. To show (4), we have to show this also if b is an iner-
tial observer. Let b be an inertial observer, then WSTL
(
k, b, Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
holds
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e k
G v¯k(e)
ce−|v¯k(e)|
eb k
G−1v¯k(e)
e k kb
Y −1v¯k(e)
wCKkb
eb
G v¯b(e)
ce−|v¯b(e)|
eb
G−1v¯b(e)
ebb
Y −1v¯b(e)
wSTLkb
Figure 10: Transformations from, on the left, ClassicalKinFull to, on the right,
ClassicalKinSTLFull for, on top, observer k and, at the bottom, observer b. The dashed
lines arewherewe put the observers after the transformation in order to respect
AxSelf . All transformations, including the worldviev transfrormations from the
top to the bottom, are Galilean. The cone at the bottom is only displayed for
completion, it is not used in our reasoning.
exactly if wSTLkb
(
Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
is on the Y −1v¯b(e)-image of the time axis by the defi-
nition of Tr∗. By (6), we have that wSTLkb
(
Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
is on the Y −1v¯b(e)-image of
the time axis iff wSTLhb
(
Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)
)
is on the Y −1v¯b(e)-image of the time axis, which
is equivalent to WSTL
(
h, b, Y −1v¯h(e)(x¯)
)
by the definition of Tr′∗. Consequently,
WSTL
(
k, b, Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
iffWSTL
(
h, b, Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)
)
. Therefore, (3) implies (4).
Let us now assume that statement (4) holds. Then (5) follows immediately
from the definition of theworldview transformation. By (4), we haveY −1v¯h(e)(y¯) =
wSTLkh
(
Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
. Hence, by the definition of the worldview transformation,
wSTLhb
(
Y −1v¯h(e)(y¯)
)
= wSTLhb
(
wSTLkh
(
Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
))
= wSTLkb
(
Y −1v¯k(e)(x¯)
)
,
which implies (6) immediately. 
Lemma 11. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Then
Tr∗
(
wSTLkb
)
= Xv¯b(e) ◦ wCKkb ◦X−1v¯k(e).
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Lemma 10. 
Lemma 12. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let e be an ether observer, and let h and
k be inertial observers. Assume that wCKhk is a trivial transformation which is
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the translation by the vector z¯ after the linear trivial transformation T0. Then
Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) is the trivial transformation which is the translation by
the vectorXv¯k(e)(z¯) after T0.
Proof. LetMz¯ denote the translation by vector z¯. By the assumptions, wCKhk =
Mz¯ ◦ T0. The linear part T0 of wCKhk transforms the velocity of the ether frame
as (0, v¯k(e)) = T0(0, v¯h(e)) and the translation part Mz¯ does not change the
velocity of the ether frame. Hence v¯k(e) is v¯h(e) transformed by the spatial
isometry part of T0.
By the definition of Xv¯ and Theorem 2, Xv¯k(e) ◦ wSRhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) is a Galilean
transformation. Since wCKhk is a trivial transformation, it maps vertical lines to
vertical ones. Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) also maps vertical lines to vertical ones.
Consequently, Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) is a Galilean transformation that maps
vertical lines to vertical ones. Hence it is a trivial transformation.
We also have thatXv¯k(e)◦wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) isXv¯k(e)◦Mz¯◦T0◦X
−1
v¯h(e)
. SinceXv¯k(e)
is linear, we have Xv¯k(e) ◦Mz¯ = MXv¯k(e)(z¯) ◦Xv¯k(e). Therefore, it is enough to
prove thatXv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk if wCKhk is linear. From now on assume
that wCKhk is linear.
Since it is a linear trivial transformation,wCKhk maps (1, 0, 0, 0) to itself. Xv¯k(e)◦
wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk also maps (1, 0, 0, 0) to itself because v¯k(e) is v¯h(e) trans-
formed by the spatial isometry part of wCKhk . SoXv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) and wCKhk
also agree restricted to time.
Now we have to prove that Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) and wCKhk also agree re-
stricted to space. Since they are Galilean boosts,Xv¯h(e) andXv¯k(e) are identical
on the vectors orthogonal to the time axis. Consequently, Xv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e)
and wCKhk also agree restricted to space. HenceXv¯k(e) ◦wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) = wCKhk .
Lemma 13.
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr∗(Ether(e))↔ Ether(e).
Proof. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, Tr∗(Ether(e)) is equivalent to(
IOb(e) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e′ ∈ Ether)
(
(∃p ∈ Ph)
[
WCK
(
e, p,X−1ve(e′)(x¯)
)
WCK
(
e, p,X−1ve(e′)(y¯)
)
]
↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯))]),
which, since by Corollary 1 all ether observers are stationary relative to each
other and therefore
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e1, e2 ∈ Ether)[vk(e1) = vk(e2)], can be sim-
plified to(
IOb(e) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)
(
(∃p ∈ Ph)
[
WCK
(
e, p,X−1v¯e(e)(x¯)
)
WCK
(
e, p,X−1v¯e(e)(y¯)
)
]
↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯))]).
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Since v¯e(e) = 0¯, X−10¯ is by definition the identity, hence from AxEther
CK it fol-
lows that Tr∗(Ether(e))↔ Ether(e). 
Corollary 7.
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr∗(ce) = ce.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 13. 
Lemma 14.
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr′∗(Ether(e))↔ Ether(e).
Proof. AssumingClassicalKinSTLFull , Tr
′
∗(Ether(e)) is, after simplification byCorol-
lary 1 equivalent to
(
IOb(e) ∧ (∃c ∈ Q)
[
c > 0 ∧ (∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)
(
(∃p ∈ Ph)
[
WCK
(
e, p, Y −1v¯e(e)(x¯)
)
WCK
(
e, p, Y −1v¯e(e)(y¯)
)
]
↔ space(x¯, y¯) = c · time(x¯, y¯))]).
Since v¯e(e) = 0¯, Y −10¯ is by definition the identity, hence fromAxEther
STL follows
that Tr′∗(Ether(e))↔ Ether(e). 
Corollary 8.
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr′∗(ce) = ce.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 14. 
Lemma 15.
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr∗
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯STLk (e) = v¯
)
↔
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯CKk (e) =
v¯
ce − |v¯|
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 13, Ether(e) translates into itself and hence
Tr∗
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
) ≡ Ether(e) ∧ (∀e′ ∈ Ether)
(∃x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)


(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯e(e′) ◦ wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e′)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯e(e′) ◦ wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e′)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
x¯ 6= y¯

∧
(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)


(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯e(e′) ◦ wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e′)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯e(e′) ◦ wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e′)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)



.
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As Xv¯e(e) = X0¯ = Id and v¯k(e
′) = v¯k(e) by Corollary 1, we can simplify this to
Tr∗
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
) ≡ Ether(e)∧
(∃x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)


(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
x¯ 6= y¯

∧
(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)


(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
wCKke ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(y1 − x1, y2 − x2, y3 − x3) = v¯ · (y0 − x0)

 .
SinceX−1v¯k(e) = G−v¯k(e) ◦G cev¯k(e)
1+|v¯k(e)|
, and the images of x¯ and y¯ are on the time
axis and hence by AxSelf are on the worldline of e according to e (meaning that
in Figure 9 e coincides with b), v¯ = cev¯k(e)1+|v¯k(e)| . From this it follows that the above
is equivalent to
Ether(e) ∧ v¯k(e) = v¯
ce − |v¯| . 
Lemma 16.
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr′∗
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯CKk (e) = V¯
)
↔
(
Ether(e) ∧ v¯STLk (e) =
ce · V¯
1 + |V¯ |
)
.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 15. 
Theorem 9. Tr∗ is an interpretation of ClassicalKinSTLFull in ClassicalKinFull, i.e.,
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ Tr∗(ϕ) if ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ ϕ.
Proof. • Tr∗(EFieldSTL) follows from ClassicalKinFull because Tr∗(EFieldSTL) ≡
EFieldCK ∈ ClassicalKinFull.
• Tr∗(AxSelfSTL) is equivalent to the following formula:
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀t, x, y, z ∈ Q)
(
(∀e ∈ Ether)
(∃τ ∈ Q)[Xv¯k(e)(wCKkk (X−1v¯k(e)(x¯))) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)]↔ x = y = z = 0
)
.
Since wCKkk = Id, Tr∗(AxSelf
STL) is equivalent to:
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀t, x, y, z ∈ Q)
(
(∀e ∈ Ether)
(∃τ ∈ Q)[x¯ = (τ, 0, 0, 0)]↔ x = y = z = 0),
which is a tautology since (t, x, y, z) = (τ, 0, 0, 0) for some τ ∈ Q exactly if
x = y = z = 0.
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• By Lemma 11, Tr∗(AxEvSTL) is equivalent to the following formula:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)[(
Xv¯h(e) ◦ wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = y¯
]
.
SinceXv¯k′(e)◦wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e) only consists of Galilean transformations, it is also
a Galilean transformation. Since Xv¯k′(e) ◦ wCKkk′ ◦ X−1v¯k(e) is a Galilean trans-
formation, a y¯ for which
(
Xv¯h(e) ◦ wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = y¯ must exist because
Galilean transformations are surjective.
• By Lemma 11, Tr∗(AxSymDSTL), is equivalent to the following formula:
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)



time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′) = 0(
Xv¯k′(e) ◦ wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = x¯′(
Xv¯k′(e) ◦ wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = y¯′

→ space(x¯, y¯) = space(x¯′, y¯′)

 .
Since x¯ and y¯ are simultaneous before and after the Galilean transformation
Xv¯k′ (e)◦wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e), their distance before and after the transformationmust,
by AxSymDCK and the definition of Galilean transformations, be the same.
• By the definition of Tr∗, Tr∗(AxLineSTL) is equivalent to
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, z¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)

(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯h(e) ◦ wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯h(e) ◦ wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯h(e) ◦wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(z¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃a ∈ Q)[z¯ − x¯ = a(y¯ − x¯) ∨ y¯ − z¯ = a(z¯ − x¯)]

 .
Xv¯h(e) ◦wCKkh ◦X−1v¯k(e) is a linear bijection, so the images of x¯, y¯ and z¯ are on a
line if and only if x¯, y¯ and z¯, are on a line. Since the images of x¯, y¯ and z¯ are
all on the time axis, this translation follows.
• By Lemma 11, Tr∗(AxTrivSTL) is equivalent to
(∀T ∈ Triv )(∀h ∈ IOb)(∃k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)[Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) = T ].
To prove Tr∗(AxTrivSTL), we have to find an inertial observer k for every triv-
ial transformation T and the inertial observer h such that Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦
X−1v¯h(e) = T . Since T is an affine transformation it is a translation by a vector,
say z¯′, after a linear transformation, say T0. By Lemma 12, ifwCKhk is the trans-
lation by the vector z¯ = X−1v¯k(e)(z¯
′) after T0, then Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦X−1v¯h(e) = T .
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By axiom AxTrivCK, there is an inertial observer k such that wCKhk is the trans-
lation by the vector z¯ = X−1v¯k(e)(z¯
′) after the trivial linear transformation T0.
Hence there is an inertial observer k for which Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKhk ◦ X−1v¯h(e) = T ,
and that is what we wanted to show.
• By Lemma 11, Tr∗(AxAbsTimeSTL) is equivalent to
(∀k, k′ ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯, x¯′, y¯′ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)



(
Xv¯k′ (e) ◦wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = x¯′(
Xv¯k′(e) ◦ wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = y¯′

→ time(x¯, y¯) = time(x¯′, y¯′)

 .
SinceXv¯k′(e) ◦wCKkk′ ◦X−1v¯k(e) is a Galilean transformation, it preserves absolute
time. Therefore, the above follows from the definition of Galilean transfor-
mations and AxAbsTimeCK
• By Lemma 13, Tr∗(AxEtherSTL) is equivalent to AxEtherCK.
• By the definition ofXv¯k(e) and Lemma 13, Tr∗(AxThExpSTL) is equivalent to
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)]∧ (∀e ∈ Ether)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)

space(x¯, y¯) < ce · time(x¯, y¯)
→ (∃k ∈ IOb)

 (∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek ◦X−1v¯e(e)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek ◦X−1v¯e(e)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)



,
which, since X−1v¯e(e) = X
−1
0¯
= Id, is equivalent to
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)]∧ (∀e ∈ Ether)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)

space(x¯, y¯) < ce · time(x¯, y¯)
→ (∃k ∈ IOb)
[
(∃τ ∈ Q) (Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek ) (x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q) (Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek ) (y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
]
.
The first conjunct follows immediately as it is the same as the first conjunct
of AxThExpCK+ . If x0 = y0 then time(x¯, y¯) = 0, and space(x¯, y¯) cannot be
smaller than zero, then the antecedent space(x¯, y¯) < ce · time(x¯, y¯) is false
and the implication is true. Let us now assume that x0 6= y0. Let us denote
the velocity corresponding to the line containing both x¯ and y¯ by v¯. |v¯| < ce as
space(x¯, y¯) < ce ·time(x¯, y¯). The worldview transformationwCKek isG−1v¯k(e)◦M
for a translationM by some spacetime vector. By the definition of Xv¯k(e), if
v¯k(e) =
v¯
ce−v¯
, then Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek is G−1v¯ ◦M which always maps x¯ and y¯ to a
line parallel to the time axis; andwith an appropriately chosen translationM ,
G−1v¯ ◦M maps x¯ and y¯ to the time axis. Therefore, byAxTrivCK andAxThExpCK+
there is an observer k such that Xv¯k(e) ◦ wCKek maps x¯ and y¯ to the time axis.
So Tr∗(AxThExpSTL) follows from ClassicalKinFull.
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• By Lemma 13 and Corollary 7, Tr∗(AxNoFTL) is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∃e ∈ Ether)[Tr∗(speede(k) < ce)].
Since speede(k) = speedk(e), this is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∃e ∈ Ether)[Tr∗(speedk(e) < ce)].
By Lemma 15, this is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)(∃v ∈ Q3)
[
speedk(e) =
v
ce−v
v < ce
]
,
which is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)
[
ce · speedk(e)
1 + speedk(e)
< ce
]
,
which is true since speedk(e) < 1 + speedk(e) always holds because ce and
speedk(e) are positive.
• Tr∗(AxNoAccSTL) is equivalent to
(∀k ∈ B)(∃x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃b ∈ B)(∀e ∈ Ether)([
b 6∈ IOb→WCK(k, b,X−1v¯k(e)(x¯))
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[wCKkb (X−1v¯k(e)(x¯)) = X−1v¯b(e)(t, 0, 0, 0)]
]
→ IOb(k)
)
.
If k is an inertial observer, then the consequent of the implation is true, and
hence the formula is true whatever the truth value of the antecedent. If k is
not an inertial observer, then by AxNoAccCK it has no worldview and hence
vk(e) is not defined, which makes the antecedent false. 
Lemma 17. Assume ClassicalKinSTLFull . Let e be an ether observer, and let k and h
be inertial. Assume thatwCKhk is a trivial transformationwhich is the translation
by the vector z¯ after the trivial linear transformation T . Then Yv¯k(e) ◦ wSDLhk ◦
Y −1v¯h(e) is the trivial transformationwhich is the translation by the vectorYv¯k(e)(z¯)
after T .
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof for Lemma 12. 
Theorem 10. Tr′∗ is an interpretation of ClassicalKinFull in ClassicalKin
STL
Full , i.e.,
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢ Tr′∗(ϕ) if ClassicalKinFull ⊢ ϕ.
Proof. The proofs for translationsTr′∗(EField
CK), Tr′∗(AxSelf
CK), Tr′∗(AxSymD
CK),
Tr′∗(AxLine
CK), Tr′∗(AxTriv
CK), Tr′∗(AxAbsTime
CK) andTr′∗(AxNoAcc
CK) are anal-
ogous to the corresponding proofs in Theorem 9. For the full proof see (Lefever
2017, p.69-71).
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• Tr′∗(AxEvCK) is equivalent to the following formula:
(∀k, h ∈ IOb)(∀x¯ ∈ Q4)(∃y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)[(
Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLkh ◦ Y −1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = y¯
]
,
which follows from ClassicalKinSTLFull since Yv¯k′ (e) ◦ wSTLkk′ ◦ Y −1v¯k(e) is a Galilean
transformation.
• By Lemma 14, Tr′∗(AxEtherCK) is AxEtherSTL.
• Tr′∗(AxThExp+) is equivalent to
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)] ∧ (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether)(x0 6= y0 →
(∃h ∈ IOb)

 (∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLkh ◦ Y −1v¯k(e)
)
(x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q)
(
Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLkh ◦ Y −1v¯k(e)
)
(y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)

).
Since the worldviews of any two inertial observers differ only by a Galilean
transformation it is enough to prove Tr′∗(AxThExp+) when k is an ether ob-
server. So it is enough to prove the following:
(∃h ∈ B)[IOb(h)] ∧ (∀k ∈ IOb)(∀x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4)(
x0 6= y0 →
(∃h ∈ Ether)
[
(∃τ ∈ Q) (Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLeh ) (x¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
(∃τ ∈ Q) (Yv¯h(e) ◦ wSTLeh ) (y¯) = (τ, 0, 0, 0)
])
.
The first conjunct follows immediately as it is the same as the first conjunct
of AxThExpSTL. If x0 = y0 the above statement is true as the antecedent of the
implication is false. If x0 6= y0, then let us denote the velocity correspond-
ing to the line containing both x¯ and y¯ by V¯ . The worldview transformation
wSTLek is G
−1
v¯k(e)
◦ M for a translation M by some spacetime vector. By the
definition of Yv¯k(e), if v¯k(e) =
ce·V¯
1+V¯
, then Yv¯k(e) ◦ wSTLek is G−1V¯ ◦ M , which
always maps x¯ and y¯ to a line parallel to the time axis; and with an appro-
priately chosen translationM , G−1
V¯
◦M maps x¯ and y¯ to the time axis. Since
v¯k(e) =
ce·V¯
1+V¯
< ce, by AxThExpSTL and AxTrivSTL there is an observer k such
that Yv¯k(e) ◦wSTLek maps x¯ and y¯ to the time axis. So Tr∗(AxThExpSTL) follows
from ClassicalKinSTLFull . 
Theorem 11. Tr∗ is a definitional equivalence between theories ClassicalKinFull
and ClassicalKinSTLFull .
Proof. Weonly need to prove that the inverse translations of the translated state-
ments are logical equivalent to the original statements since Tr∗ and Tr′∗ are in-
terpretations by Theorem 9 and Theorem 10. Since Tr∗ and Tr′∗ are identical on
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every concept but the worldview relation, we only have to prove the following
two statements:
ClassicalKinSTLFull ⊢Tr′∗
(
Tr∗[W
STL(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡WSTL(k, b, x¯) and
ClassicalKinFull ⊢Tr∗
(
Tr′∗[W
CK(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡WCK(k, b, x¯).
The back and forth translation ofWSTL is the following:
Tr′∗
(
Tr∗[W
STL(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡ Tr′∗

(∀e ∈ Ether)(∃V¯ ∈ Q3)

 V¯ = v¯b(e)b 6∈ IOb→WCK(k, b,X−1V¯ (x¯))
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[(XV¯ ◦ wCKkb ◦X−1V¯ )(x¯) = (t, 0, 0, 0)]



,
which is equivalent to
(∀e ∈ Ether)(∃v¯, V¯ ∈ Q3)

v¯ = v¯b(e) ∧ Tr′∗
(
v¯k(e) = V¯
)
b 6∈ IOb→WSTL
(
k, b, Y −1v¯ (X
−1
V¯
(
x¯)
))
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[(XV¯ ◦ Yv¯ ◦ wSTLkb ◦ Y −1v¯ ◦X−1V¯ )(x¯) = (t, 0, 0, 0)]

 .
By Lemma 9, this is equivalent to
(∀e ∈ Ether)
[
b 6∈ IOb→WSTL(k, b, x¯)
b ∈ IOb→ (∃t ∈ Q)[wSTLkb (x¯) = (t, 0, 0, 0)]
]
.
This is clearly equivalent to WSTL(k, b, x¯) if b is not an inertial observer. If
b is an inertial observer, then we need that (∃t ∈ Q)[wSTLkb (x¯) = (t, 0, 0, 0)] is
equivalent to WSTL(k, b, x¯), which holds because of AxSelf in ClassicalKinSTLFull
and the definition of the worldview transformation.
ProvingTr∗
(
Tr′∗[W
CK(k, b, x¯)]
) ≡WCK(k, b, x¯) fromClassicalKinFull is com-
pletely analogous. 
Corollary 9. Tr∗◦Tr+ is a definitional equivalence between theories SpecReleFull
and ClassicalKinFull.
Proof. By transitivity of definitional equivalence (Theorem 1), Theorem 8 and
Theorem 11. 
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10 Concluding remarks
With the clarity of mathematical logic, we have achieved the following new re-
sults: constructing an interpretation of special relativity into classical kinemat-
ics using Poincaré–Einstein synchronisation; turning this interpretation into a
definitional equivalence by extending special relativity with an ether concept
and restricting classical kinematics to slower-than-light (STL) observers; prov-
ing a definitional equivalence between classical kinematics and classical kine-
matics restricted to STL observers; concluding by transitivity of definitional
equivalence the main result that classical kinematics is definitionally equiva-
lent to special relativity extended with an ether concept.
To get special relativity theory, ether is the only concept that has to be re-
moved from classical kinematics. However, removing ether from classical kine-
matics also leads to a change of the notions of space and time, which in the
framework of this paper is handled by the translation functions.
It is philosophically interesting to note that our results are not identical to
what we might expect from physical intuition: having or not having an upper
speed limit appears to be an important physical distinction, but by Theorem 11
we can establish a definitional equivalence between theories with and with-
out this speed limit. While we based the translation Tr between SpecRelFull
and ClassicalKinFull on the physical intuition of using a Poincaré–Einstein syn-
chronisation, there was no such physical ground for the translation between
ClassicalKinSTLFull and ClassicalKinFull.
11 Appendix: Simplification of translated formulas
The simplification tools in this appendix are (up to Lemma 22) consequences of
all ether observers being at rest relative to each other in ClassicalKinFull.
Let b, k1, . . . , kn be variables of sortB . We say that formula ϕ is ether-observer-
independent in variable b provided that k1, . . . , kn are inertial observers if the
truth or falsehood of ϕ does not depend on to which ether observer we evalu-
ated b, assuming k1, . . . , kn are evaluated to inertial observers, that is:
EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ]
def⇐⇒
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ (∀k1, . . . , kn ∈ IOb)(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether)[ϕ(e/b)↔ ϕ(e′/b)].
where ϕ(k/b)means that b gets replaced by k in all free occurrences of b in ϕ.
Let us note that the fewervariables there are in the upper index ofEOIk1,...,knb (ϕ),
the stronger a statement we have about the ether-observer independence of ϕ.
The strongest statement about the ether-observer independence ofϕ isEOIb(ϕ).
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Lemma 18. If b is not a free variable of ϕ, then EOIb[ϕ] holds.
Proof. In the definition of EOI, there is nothing to replace in formula ϕ, so both
parts ϕ(e/b) and ϕ(e′/b) of the equivalence remain the same. 
From Lemma 18, the following immediatly follows:
Corollary 10. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let α and β be quantity terms and let k
and h be body variables. Then atomic formulas α = β and α < β are ether-
observer-independent, i.e., for any body variable b we have: EOIb[α = β],
EOIb[α < β], EOIb[k = k], and EOIb[k = h].
Let us note here that EOIb[b = b] holds and that EOIb[b = h] does not hold.
Lemma 19. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let k be a body variable. Then k being
an inertial-observer or a light signal are ether-observer-independent, i.e., for
any body variable b we have: EOIb[IOb(b)], EOIb[IOb(k)], EOIb[Ph(b)], and
EOIb[Ph(k)].
Proof. For proving EOIb[IOb(b)], note that all ether observers are inertial ob-
servers, it by definition means that
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ (∀k1, . . . , kn ∈ IOb)(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether)[IOb(e/b)↔ IOb(e′/b)],
which is true. EOIb[Ph(b)] is true because ether observers go slower-than-light,
therefore both sides of the equivalence are false, which makes the equivalence
true. EOIb[Ph(b)] and EOIb[Ph(k)] follow from Lemma 18. 
Corollary 11. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, the speed of an inertial observer is the
same according to every ether observers, i.e., EOIkb [speedb(k) = v].
Let us note that EOIkb [v¯b(k) = v¯] does not hold, because ether observers can
be rotated relative to each other; hence the direction of v¯b(k) depends on which
ether observer variable b is evaluated to.
Corollary 12. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, the velocity of all ether observers is the
same according to every inertial observers, i.e., EOIkb [v¯k(b) = v¯].
Corollary 13. Assuming ClassicalKinFull, an inertial observer being slower than
light is an ether-observer-independent statement, i.e., EOIkb [speedb(k) < ce].
The next three lemmas are being used to simplify the formulas that the
translation Tr provides us.
The following rules can be used to show the ether independence of complex
formulas:
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Lemma 20.
1. EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ] implies EOI
k1,...,kn
b [¬ϕ].
2. If ∗ is a logical connective, then from EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ] and EOIh1,...,hmb [ψ]
follows EOIk1,...,kn,h1,...,hmb [ϕ ∗ ψ].
3. EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ] implies EOI
k1,...,kn
b [(∃x ∈ Q)(ϕ)] and EOIk1,...,knb [(∃h ∈
B)(ϕ)].
4. EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ] implies EOI
k1,...,kn
b [(∀x ∈ Q)(ϕ)] and EOIk1,...,knb [(∀h ∈
B)(ϕ)].
Proof. If EOIk1,...,knb [ϕ] holds, then by definition
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ (∀k1, . . . , kn ∈ IOb)(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether )[ϕ(e/b)↔ ϕ(e′/b)],
which is equivalent to
ClassicalKinFull ⊢ (∀k1, . . . , kn ∈ IOb)(∀e, e′ ∈ Ether)[¬ϕ(e/b)↔ ¬ϕ(e′/b)]
because A ↔ B is equivalent to ¬A ↔ ¬B and therefore EOIk1,...,knb [¬ϕ] also
holds.
Let us now prove item 2. Since all logical connectives can be constructed
from negation and conjunction, we only need to prove the property of item 3
for conjunction, as we have already proven it for negation in item 1 above.
To do so, we have to prove that in any model of ClassicalKinFull, (ϕ ∧ ψ)(e/b)
holds if and only if (ϕ∧ψ)(e′/b) holds provided that e and e′ are ether observers
and k1, . . . , kn, h1, . . . , hm are inertial observers. Formula (ϕ ∧ ψ)(e/b) holds
exactly if both ϕ(e/b) and ψ(e/b) hold. Similarly, (ϕ ∧ ψ)(e′/b) holds exactly if
both ϕ(e′/b) and ψ(e′/b) hold.
ByEOIk1...knb [ϕ], formulaϕ(e/b) holds exactly ifϕ(e
′/b) holds provided that
e and e′ are ether observers and k1, . . . , kn, are inertial observers. ByEOI
h1,...,hm
b [ψ],
formula ψ(e/b) holds exactly if ψ(e′/b) holds provided that e and e′ are ether
observers and h1, . . . , hm are inertial observers. Therefore, (ϕ ∧ ψ)(e/b) holds
exactly if (ϕ ∧ ψ)(e′/b) holds provided that e and e′ are ether observers and
k1, . . . , kn, h1, . . . , hm are inertial observers; and this iswhatwewanted to prove.
Item 3 is true because from A↔ B it follows that (∃uA)↔ (∃uB).
Item 4 follows from items 1 and 3, since the universal quantifier can be
composed of the negation and the existential quantifier: ∀u(ϕ) is equivalent
to ¬∃u(¬ϕ). 
Lemma 21. Assume ClassicalKinFull. Let k be a body variable let and α¯ and β¯
quantity terms. Then for any body variable b we have: EOIkb [Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯) = β¯]
and EOIkb [W (k, h,Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯))].
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Proof. To prove EOIkb [Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯) = β¯], we have to prove that
(∀v¯ ∈ Q3)[v¯k(b) = v¯ → Rad−1v¯ (α¯) = β¯]
is ether-observer-independent in variable b provided that k is an inertial ob-
server. EOIkb [v¯k(b) = v¯] holds because of Corollary 12. EOIb[Rad
−1
v¯ (α¯) = β¯]
holds because of Lemma 18. From items 2 and 4 of Lemma 20 follows what we
want to prove.
To prove EOIkb [W (k, h,Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯))], we have to prove that W (k, h, β¯) ∧
Rad−1v¯k(b)(α¯) = β¯ is ether-observer-independent in variable b provided that k is
an inertial observer. EOIkb [Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯) = β¯]holds becauseEOIkb [Rad
−1
v¯k(b)
(α¯) =
β¯] by the first part of this lemma. EOIb[W (k, h, β¯)] holds because of Lemma 18.
From item 2 of Lemma 20 follows what we want to prove. 
Lemma 22. Assume ClassicalKinFull and that EOIk1,...,kne [ϕ] andEOI
h1,...,hm
e [ψ]
hold. For every logical connective ∗,
(∀e ∈ Ether)(ϕ) ∗ (∀e ∈ Ether)(ψ)
is equivalent to
(∀e ∈ Ether)(ϕ ∗ ψ)
provided that k1, . . . , kn, h1, . . . , hm are inertial observers.
Proof. FromLemma 20 Item2,we know that (ϕ∗ψ) is ether-observer-independent
in variable e provided that k1, . . . , kn, h1, . . . , hm are inertial observers. Because
ϕ, ψ and ϕ ∗ ψ are ether-observer-independent in variable e, it does not matter
which ether observer we fill in there. Therefore, the two formulas are equiva-
lent. 
As an example on how we use this, the mechanographical translation of
AxSelfSR is
∀k
(
IOb(k) ∧ ((∀e ∈ Ether )(speede(k) < ce)
→ (∀y¯ ∈ Q4)(∀e ∈ Ether )[W ((k, k,Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯))↔ y1 = y2 = y3 = 0]
)
,
which by Lemma 22 and the bounded quantifiers notation can be simplified to
(∀k ∈ IOb)(∀e ∈ Ether)
(
speede(k) < ce
→ (∀y¯ ∈ Q4)[W ((k, k,Rad−1v¯k(e)(y¯))↔ y1 = y2 = y3 = 0]
)
.
Since the observers in the setE of “primitive ether” observers as introduced
in the section on definitional equivalence are, by definition, only differing from
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each other by a trivial transformation, they are at rest relative to each other. So
we can introduce a concept of “primitive ether independent observers” (PEIO)
with the same properties as “ether independent observers” we have proven
above. The proofs of these properties are analogous to the proofs for EIO in
this appendix, which we for brevity will not repeat.
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